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PREFACE 
The constantly changing living conditions in this modern world 
make it neoessary for the hom& economios teachers to evaluate all 
olassroom procedures frequently and to rebuild or readjust them to 
meet the growing needs of the pupils . 
The point of emphasis in homemaking , in order to meet the 
present day needs , seems to be shifting from the area of 
content and perfection of skills to fonnulating a satis-
factory outlook on life, harmonious human relations, 
independent thinking on the part of the individual and 
improvement of our procedure of teaching for more effective 
pupil growth,* 
according to the report of a group of educators working on a 
committee to determine the meaning of home economics in education. 
In order to bring about a satisfactory adjustment of subject 
matter it seemed advisable to get the reactions of the various groups 
of people concerned. Pupils, their parents and teachers were there-
fore approached in making this study. A survey of representati~ 
communities was ma.de in order that the reactions of these groups 
could be analysed • 
• 
, Report of the sub-committee from the Home Economigs Education 
work shop at the Ohio State University. Sunnner 1937. 
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A GUIDANCE PLAN FOR GROUP RELATIONSHIPS AMONG HIGH 
SCHOOL HOME ECON<J4ICS STUDENTS 
CHAPTER I 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
A person seeking a position years ago was chosen because his 
knowledge of the subject matter in that field was satisfactory. No 
longer is knowledge the main requirement, but it nrust be oanbined with 
a pleasing personality and an understanding of those with whom he is 
to work. Educators and employers a.re increasingly realizing that 
training for any vocation should include the development of personality 
because it is equally important in the lives and activities of the 
home, the school, and the community. To be a good home member and a 
good citizen, one cannot think and plan for himself alone, but must 
take into consideration hia · group relationships in each situation. 
"The Best for the ost" is rapidly becoming a general motto encouraged 
by our civic minded citizens. At the same time however they believe 
in caring for and encouraging individuality. 
Training should be two fold . It should make one aware ·not only 
of his capabilities but also of his responsibilities . He must know 
himself and his limitation, and must have a desire to do sanething 
about it, in order to get the most from l ife. If one wishes to live 
a life fully, he must give as well as get. He must willingly and 
graciously assume duties and responsibilities peouliar to himself 
alone in order to give the most to life. The duties of the educator 
then are to cause the student to beeome aware of these needs and to 
give him enough guidance to create a desire to live a full and useful 
life. 
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According to Millie Pearson in a radio talk on Purpose of Education 
The demand of the rapidly changing social and economic order of 
today definitely effect the •personal, home# and family life"l 
of all individuals thus setting the goal for education. These 
social and economic changes make it necessary for teachers# 
administrators, parents and students to survey their school 
programs, to evaluate their present praotic•s, and to reinterpret 
their purpose. 
Those 'Who are interested in getting an education want one which 
relates directly to everyday living# and education which teaches 
one to think, to recognize values both in goods and in satis-
faction# to face life courageously, to exercise sound judgment 
and to eontribute toward building a more satisfactory society. 
Education which prepares the individual to adequately meet 
problems as they arise is that type of education which provides 
trainine in thinking and whioh fosters the development of those 
characteristics of personality 'Which are basic to democratic 
living.2 
The new trend in education is to incorporate personality develop-
ment in courses which train a student to adjust himself to any 
situation# especially the one in which he is to contact people. This 
is a hopeful sign because it shows readiness on the part of educators 
to perfect methods of training whenever a need arises , but it is not 
sufficient in itself. A more thorough and concentrated study is 
advisable. 
Only recently have educators faced the responsibility in this 
phase or child training. Deans, counaelors and visiting 
teachers are being utilized, and child guidance clinics are 
being incorporated into many a public school system.3 
Guidance classes are being tried out in the fol lowing school systems: 
Freemont, Ohio; Norfork, NebraskaJ Seattle, WashingtonJ and one which 
deals also with character education at Kenosha., Washington. 
l 
Ivol Spafford, "Fundamentals 2£. Tea.chins Rome Economics." 
2 
Millie Pearson, •Purposes of Education." 
3 
Joseph Miller. "Character Building for Tomorrow. " Progressive Education. 
January. 1935. 
The value of training for personality development has been 
recognized as a means by which the stude.nt may understand his own 
actions and reactions, and by which he may becane more eapable in 
handling any situation,. Therefore., he can better understand the 
actions and reactions of others and be able to live more harmoniously 
in his community. This comment has been offered by Miss Pearson: 
Homeinaking education strives to reach the goals for general 
eduqati<;>n1 first, by prom:oting continuous student growth 
both in character and personality through attention to 
attitudes and habits to the end that students may be well 
adjusted in their social gro1lcps; second, by developing an 
understanding of individual and group needs and d~veloping 
the abilities and activities necessary for meeting these 
needsJ and third. by developing an interest in and a 
responsibility for sharing in home and family life.4 
A unit on personality development was suggested in the Oklahoma 
course of study for voi,ational home economics for the eighth gr0.de 
in 1933 for the first time. I .t was offered in this grade because many 
girls in the rural districts go no further than the eighth grade, 
because at this age each girl is becoming more interested in other 
people, and because every growing child needs to became awn.re of the 
advantages of a pleasing personality. Since the average rural eom-
m.unity in Oklahoma does not offer ,extensive training in homemaking 
before the ninth grade, it might be better to incorporate guidance in 
personality development in every homemaking unit.. The units offered in 
homemaking represent types or activitie$ in real living situations. 
Classroom procedures iahioh guide ea.oh pupil willingly and graciously to 
assume his share of group responsibilities which stimulate initiative 
4 
Millie Pearson. 11Purposes of Education." 
and offer enough satisfactory experience to enable a pupil to have a 
pleasant outlook on life should be a part of each unit . 
With these points in mind the purpose of this thesis is to make 
survey of existing conditions~ expose outstanding needs and to offer a 
few recommendations for high school hane economics teachers. 
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CHAPTER II 
INFORMATION REGARDING THE DISTRIBUTION OF,!!!! QUESTIONNAIRES 
In order to get the information necessary to carry on this study. 
an effort was me.de to get the cooperation of teachers who have a. 
reputation for carefulness and exactness . It was also desirous to 
get such teachers in certain portions of the state so that a typical 
picture ot the average Oklahoma community might be obtained. There-
fore• contacts were made in 'brenty- f our connnuni ties through the home 
economics teachers. Sixteen of these teachers oooperat&d in getting 
the information from their comm.unities . The map on the following page 
will show the location of these canmunities . 
In each case the questionnaires were mailed in one lot to the 
home econan.ics teacher to be distributed. The questionnaires for 
girls were answered individually by sophomores in home economies who 
were working in one group. The questionnaire for mothers was taken 
home by each sophomore ha!lle economics girl for her mother to answer. 
The home economics teacher received enough questionnaires for teachers 
so t hat one oould be distributed to each subjeot matter teacher for 
every girl enrolled in this home eoonomios group. 
The infonnation received from these localities was checked and 
tabulated. and a general total made. A study of this general total 
discloses t he needs of students which are the basis for the recommen-
dations drawn. 
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TABLE I. 7 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Communities used as a Number of Number of Number of 
Sophomore mothers of teachers 
basis for information Home Economic these girls of these 
girls replying replying girls re-
pl in 
1. Aline 15 12 1 
2. Arapaho 15 6 3 
3. Blackwell 19 14 l 
4. Burlington 12 11 2 
5. Hobart 26 17 3 
6. Holdenville 6 6 2 
7. Hugo 31 18 9 
a. Mangum 22 13 1 
9. Miami 36 17 6 
10. Mountain View 20 17 4 
11. Perkins 2,0 20 4 
12. Ripley 25 14 2 
13. Sand Springs 19 11 1 
14. Stigler 22 9 6 
15. Stillwater 57 21 5 
16. Turley 22 20 3 
Totals 361 226 59 
The goal in collecting information was to obtain replies from as 
many mothers as students and from at least three teachers of eaeh 
student in addition to the home economics teacher. There was much 
better teacher-mother cooperation than teaoher- teaoher cooperation as 
can be observed by the above table. The report from Perkins is the 
ideal report with twenty students, twenty mothers. and four teachers 
reporting. Compare this with the Sand Springs report where nineteen 
students, eleven mothers, and one teacher reported. The latter shows 
less mother-teacher cooperation and no teacher-teacher cooperation 
since the one teacher reporting was the home economics teach r 
carrying on the study there for the writer. 
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CRAFTER III 
INFORlMTION REGARDING QUESTlOl·s INCLUDED,!!~ QUESTIONNAIRES 
In order to deter.mine the needs of girls three questionnaires 
were constructed so that their reactions to questions on group relation-
ships could be recorded. One of these questionnaires deals with 
sohool situations,. one with harne situations and one with community 
situations. The questions were formulated so that present standards 
of living and sooinl reactions could be checked from. the girl ' s point 
of view. The reactions of mothers were obtained by means of another 
questionnaire dealing with the daughters' interests and responsibilities, 
the mothers • expeota.tions, and :the mother-daughter cooperation. All 
the teachers of various subjects studied by these students were 
requested to provide information regarding their reactions in class 
and comm.unity life as the teacher sees it. Questions pertinent to 
the most desirable traits were composed after a study in the field of 
personality and character education. 
In determining the type of answer desired for these questions the 
terms never , seldom, usually and always were chosen as possible 
answers rather than yes and no because , from the standpoint of guidance , 
it is more necessary to know the regularity with which activities, 
responsibilities and wise thinking occur. In order t o make the dis-
oussion more significant it is essential that an explanation of terms 
be given. Never means not at all , seldom means only once in a while , 
usually m.ea.ns most of the time or it is generally so, and always means 
it is a habit or yes, at all times. This explanation of terms was 
given to each student, mother and teacher with the questionnaires. 
The records of' ~.:;:he reaetions fraxi. these three sources 1.1rerG 
these reactions on school, ho:110"' a:nd cl.l.mnlmity r$1si.tionships. 
Serven persons from the follovd:ng oocupiitious vrere asked to rv,te 
A parent, wJ,.o ls also president of' CL P" T .. A .. ., 
A dean of r;il'ls* 
A Y. "fl.. G. A. secretaT71., 
A high school teacher., 
A junior hir;h school principal, 
A state vocational supervisor., an.cl 
lt fo . m.il;;r relat;1.ons211p specialist. 
See eraph on page 10. 
QJ11TISTION'S nr .. SGHOOL SIWA1'ION"S RATED A. 
l. Are you U:1'1rt.re ·l:;br,t the success of you1· school depends pe.:rtl;v on 
your aetim:1.s? 
2., 1'!..rc you c;m1cer.r:.ec. about s.prec-,din::; contagion to others? 
3. Do you ask a well i:n.f'on.'led person f'or o.dvice? 
4.. CCl.1'.1 you w:.tllingl:;- do wh:it tho :em.Jori ~r cleeides is best? 
5. Do honestly rejoice in the r~ood luck of' others? 
6. Are you interested in school ucrti vi ties? 
All questions exeept number six grouped as of Jt '\l""D.lue stimulate 
thotv;ht or deoision .. The oorr!::ant of these questions has r,;enerally 
beer,. stressed fro:m. early childhood through adolescence. They also 
represent occurrences the child 'E.J life where 0th.ere are .oonoe:t'11ed .. 
Dn;.phasis has been placed on wise thi:nking e.1.1d 011 consideration. of 
10 
snat:nm GROUPJ:UG OF QUESTIOl s ACCORDING TO RATllfG 
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A, B, c, Dare the divisions into ffllich the questions ho.ve been 
r ted according to th ir importance in persOll&lity development. 
QUESTIONS FROM IN- SCHOOL SITUATIONS RATED B 
l. Are you confident of your abilities? 
2. Do you consider the interests of classmates before your own? 
3. Do you consider anyone else when opening or closing a window in 
the classroom or a study hall? 
4. Can you graciously receive can.pliments? 
5. Are you able to keep from feeling superior to your associates? 
6. Are you able to keep from feeling inferior to your associates? 
7. Are you able to talce criticism without feeling hurt? 
a. Are you sincere to your friends? 
9. Are you loyal to your friends? 
10. Do you give others about you a chance to express themselves? 
11. Are you a good listener? 
12. Do you attempt to carry on an interesting conversation 'When you 
meet new people? 
13. Do you value the opinion of others? 
14. Can you forget about yourself and what you oan do in conversing 
with others? 
15 . Can you talk to your teacher or superintendent without being 
embarrassed? 
16. Are you able to adjust easily to a new group or location? 
17. Do you enjoy meeting and kncming new people? 
18. Do you shake hands as though you meant it? 
19. Are othe:r:s .friendly toward you? 
20. Do you keep your friendship with others? 
21. Do you know how to make people confortable? 
22. Can you give an oral report in class without embarrassment? 
ll 
23. Are you able to make friendly contacts with members of the opposite 
sex? 
24. Do you make allowances for the circumstances and opportunities 
of others? 
25. Can you help a friend with his work without doing his work for him? 
26. Do you strive to help a person vmo needs your help regardless of 
his popularity? 
27. Have you plans for the future? 
28. Do you ever carry out a task or plan without someone else ' s 
approval? 
29. Do you enjoy doing a difficult piece of work? 
30. Can you win without making the loser uncami'orta.ble? 
31. Can you honestly rejoice with one who has beaten you? 
32. Do you avoid laughing at the mistakes of others? 
33. Are you able to make decisions independently? 
34. Are you able to make up your mind before the time for action is past? 
35. Are you careful not to te.Jce things that do not belong to you? 
The questions chosen for this group have much to do with the 
adjustment of the student both in small groups 'Where there are few 
concerned and in large groups where oral reports are to be made before 
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desira'l-,lo "l;;rc .. its 0..::1.d habits generally developed durini;; adolescence. 
E:mphe~sis is ple .. oed on sociiil adjustrJent, self'-conf'idence, and consider-
ation of others .. 
------~----------··-----·""-..... --~-~~----~----~---~ 
QUESTIONS F'J/Q'.u TIIQ IN-SG'J:WOL SITUATIOMS Rll.'.l'El! C 
l~ D,':) ;,rou find it easy to contribute :rJ:Uoh to the conversation? 
2.. Are you co:mi'ortable in. the presence of others? 
3.. Do you :f'eel .comfortable s.nd easy whe:n the teacher watches ;;rlf~l lmrk? 
4.. Does the enthusiaS1'1 of others you :;:1ore enthusiastic? 
one feels iu thEi prese:noe of" others. This is aequlred., only, o..tter 
1.. Do yo;,1: o . .ssume your share of' the responsibili"ti:tas in i:.he home? 
2. Do your parents avoid treating you as a small ehild? 
3. Do you favoid oponing letters and readi:nc:; rrzil -;,hieh co:nes ·co 
a:r.wther :me:mber of' the f'o.:m.ily? 
4.. Al:e ~,ou loyal to your fanli.ly? 
5. Are you sincere to yov.r f{;lm.ly'l 
6. 1,.re you careful about personal elea.11.li:uess? 
'7. Can ~rou keep .from carnpla.ining; when you seo that :matters: ca:rmot 
be helped? 
8. t;;.i11.en visiting i:n tho home of a friend do you make yourself' 
agreeable to c.11 nembers o:f the f'l,,.r1ily't 
9. Do ;{ou know hov; to e:,;:press your appreoiatimi to f!l!'Jcne 'emo 
ht:\.ti e:n:tm"tcined you i:a her ho1:1.o'l 
10.. Do you w·;dl;e a short lette:r of' appreciation to your i'riend fro2, 
another locali 'fJ,1,1· soon after returning: f'ron a vicH; in her horn.e'l 
the reactiorw of g;irls to,Nurd othere not necessarily in their 01:m hon,_lf:l 
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situations but reflecting training and home atmosphere. Other questions 
deal with responsibilities in personal cleanliness~ assuming home 
duties and the consideration of the rights of others. Emphasis is 
plac don the adjustment of the girl to her personal responsibilities 
in relation to others. 
QUESTIONS IU HOME SITUATIONS RATED B 
l. Do you thank your mother and father for things they do for you? 
2. Do you perform everyday tasks at hane without exp•cting pay? 
S. Do you do tasks that need to be done without your mother or 
sameone asking you to do them? 
4. Do you help with dishes and house cleaning after entertaining 
your friends? 
5. Do you cooperate with other members of your family? 
6. Do you help plan the home work? 
1. Do you complete tasks that are started? 
8. Do you help saneone else with a task at home when you see he 
needs your help? · 
9. Do you relieve your mother of small tasks when she needs rest? 
10. Do you ask your brother ' s or sister's permission before 
borrowing from them? 
11. Do you think of others concerned before opening or closing a 
window in the home? 
12. Can you keep from. trying to boss others? 
13. Are you able to stand tea.sing without being hurt? 
14. Do you enjoy spending an evening at hane? 
15. Do you find time for a hobby? 
16. Are you careful not to exaggerate so your story will be best? 
17. Are you careful to introduo& your friends to other members of 
the family? 
18. Do you enjoy entert ining your fri&lds in your hame? 
19. Do you enjoy helping to entertain friends of other members of 
the family? 
20. Do you keep well groomed at home as well as away fran home? 
21. Are you satisfied with your purchases after you get them home? 
22. Are you satisfied with your olothes you make after they are 
completed? 
23. Do you introduce people easily? 
24. Are you te.otful in dealing with others? 
25. Do you avoid saying things that make other people uncomfortable? 
26. Do you keep from chiding people who do things that displease you? 
27. Do you control your temper? 
28. Do you refrain from telling jokes that will embarrass others? 
29. Do you keep calm and oamposed in a dangerous situation? 
30. Do you make an effort to make a very quiet person feel cClllfortable 
and become a member of the group? 
31. Are you careful not to say things to hurt the feelings of others? 
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This group deals with the more inti.mate relations in the home, 
with reactions to other members of the family, tOYro.rd home tasks, and 
toward personal development. Emphasis is placed on the traits which, 
when properly developed, build worthy home erlbers. 
QUESTIONS FROM HCME SITUATIONS RATED C 
1. If you borrow a postage stamp, would you buy a stamp and return 
instead of paying the three cents? 
2. Do you take the lead to enliven a dull party? 
3. Are most of your friendships those of your own sex? 
4. Do you give a boy a chance to be polite to you? 
This group of questions is more or less miscellaneous. Most 
questions deal with the finer development of character traits. The 
one llho returns a postage stamp saves the lender the inconvenience of 
getting another. The one who enlivens a dull party does some quick, 
clear thinking. The one who gives a boy a chance to be polite is 
giving him a chance to develop finer traits. 
QUESTIONS IN COMMUNITY SITUATIONS RATED A 
1. Do you ta.lee any aotive pa.rt in wholesome amusement for young people 
in your camnn,nj ty? 
2. Would you in 0.11¥ way help needy families in your camn.unity? 
3. Are you willing to understand and help people of any other race? 
4. Are you willing to understand and help people of lower standards of 
living? 
5. Would you state your oorreet age if it made a difference in the 
price of a show or railroad fare? 
6. Would you correct a salesman or clerk if he had made an error in 
your favor? 
1. D-0 you observe traffic lawa? 
8. Do you ask per.mission of people before picking their flowers or fruit? 
9. fould you stay home from school or any public gathering if you had 
a bad cold? 
10. Would you be careful not to spread a skin disease? 
11. Are you careful not to use a public towel or drinking cup? 
12. ould you be as careful in the use of equipnent in public places 
as you would in your own home? 
13. Would you burn or dispose of your trash after a picnic? 
14. Would you put out your fire before leaving the picnic ground? 
':i.'he selection of ,questions in this group in.eludes those on 
honesty$ and 0:1 porsonal respor1sihili ty in public pluces.. L'11phasis 
is here placed o:rt qu.alities tht,:c te:nd ·i:;o build good o'.t'tizens. 
1 .. :Oo you to.ke part in any church actilfities? 
2. Do you take part; in Girl Scouts, Rainbmv Girls, or any o·cher 
club e.oti vi ty? 
3.. Do you participn:Le in cre1.mun.i"t:y projects fo:r tho 10e·t~tel"'ll'.l.eut of 
people in general? 
4. Tfould ;{01.1. willin61y help promote a cleanup oruxpaig..'11.? 
5. Would you willingly help in tiny way Yd th a city clinic? 
6. Aro ~;rou interested. il,. helpi:ng to beautify your coi:rnu.i.n::i:ty? 
7. Are you a booster f'or your eatrt::1mity? 
8. lire you '!i:rl Hine to understand c,?1d help people of' any other 
urition? 
ri. Are you intez·estecl in ctato o.:f.fairs'l 
10. Do you read a do.Hy 11ev1specper? 
11. Are you interested :ln 11 ... e.tional af'frd.rs? 
12. Do you buy tuberculosis seals at Chrii.rb;1as tir:1.e? 
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13. Do ;y·ou .::·efrain fran repeating uhear say" about other people? 
14 .. Do you dismiss from your mind happenings that cannot be ehruiged? 
15. lire you careful not to crovrd ahead. of people in line? 
16. .Do you observe traffic sig;uals? 
17. Do you cross streets a:t inte1;~see'tions? 
18. Would you slow up and stop your oar if' necessariJ 'l:;o keep f'rom. 
hitting u.n aniL'lal '? 
10. Would you avoid slowi:uc your car a.bru.ptly at stop signs'! 
20~ ikmld you report o:.a accident re0arclless of ciremns-1:;a:nces? 
21.. Would you be quarantined \".ii.llinGly? 
22. .Are you Ct'tref'ul not i;o write on public 1:n:dldin.r;s? 
23.. Are you careful :not to scratch o:r mar school equip,1ent? 
24. Are you careful uoJG to spi·b aey place ·where it would be del.ngermis 
to others? 
25. Would you be careful not; to pick flovrero :i.n parks o:r on public 
o·oundrtl 
26.. ii.re ;;rcu careful ·t;o put thi:n .. gs back in public places the ·wr,:.y you 
find them? 
This gronp of' questions i.ndicates the im .. portance of' interest and 
participation in wortlnvhile co1:r1:rr11..u:lity s.ctivitics., ohser·vance of 1aws., 
and respect; for pul)lic property. .lt 1.'e:~1 questions relate to co:nsidera-
·l;;ion of others. 
16 
1. you teach a. Sund.~l:f School cli.iss Y,"hen asked? 
2.. Do you enjoy takin.e; part in coxummu:t;y prog:ra:m:s? 
3.. Do ;7ou keep e:ni;irely out of: o·thor people's business'! 
4. yon refrain froa crossing the street to keep fro..1\1. moeting 
somebody? 
5. (}:L!'.i. you eusily get :t'id of a salesman? 




DISCUSSION ,2!: REACTIONS!£ QUESTION'NA-IRES 
These questions have been analyzed and grouped as to their 
content in order to show the r.~lations between questions and to show 
comparisons more clearly. This ~nforma.tion has been can.piled in six 
main groups which are as follow~ : aestTI"i ng responsibilities. con-
sidera.tion of others, individual reactions, relationships with others, 
emotional control, and a group involving the thinking process. There 
is also a final miscellaneous group. 
Since the purpose of this study is to expose what the students 
do, the discussion will be limited to carmnents on the results in the 
columns labeled usually and always . There are tables accompanying 
the discussion which show the percent of persons who checked under 
each heading of the answer, the number of answers and a letter 
indicating the grouping given thelll by the raters. The questions 
retain the number given them on the questionnaires, which are found in 
the appendix. 
ASSUllING RESPONSIBILITIES 
The students' reactions toward assuming responsibilities at school 
(htestians 
41. A.re you abie to make 
decisions independently? 
42. A.re you careful not to 
take things that do not 
belong to you? 
Number 
answer-
Never Seldom Usually Always ing. 
2.70 13 .. 77 61.83 21 . 60 365 




Assuming responsibilities at school includes two questions which 
were placed in group B by the raters. 
Decisio:ns aro oJ.'"rays made i:ndspendently by 21.60 percent of the 
usually made by En.es p,.,rcent;. This io typical oi' the adolesce:rrt \:tho 
is strugc;ling; to be independent bv.-t still depends much ox:i. the opinion 
of others. It i:udicatas the.t 21.60 percent have rec-..::ihed adulthood 
decisions .. 
Bein:; oo.ref'ul not to take things the.t do no-!; bclonc to o:ne :i.s a 
mo:tte1' generally stressed iu school and h0\'10 from early chilclhood. 
The 92.85 percent check:i.ni; tho:!;; they v..1ways are careful,. the 5.84 
percent; who usually o..re careful give evitlence of such suidance .. 





Never Sel dom Usually Always ing. .Ra.ting 
3. Do you assume your 
Share of the respon-
sibility in the home? .oo 
4. Do you do tasks that 
need to be done without 
your mother or someone 
9.45 42. 93 46. 70 367 A 
asking you to do them? . 28 11. 08 54.85 33. 52 360 B 
5. Do you help with dishes 
and housecleaning after 
entertaining your 
friends? . 2s 3. 86 32. 02 63. 76 362 B 
6. Do you cooperate with 
other members of your 
family? .28 5. 58 51. 06 42.80 358 B 
7. Do you help plan the 
home work? 2. 95 13. 57 54. 27 30.10 238 B 
9. Do you help someone 
else with a task at 
home when you ee he 
needs your help? .oo 4. 84 55. 95 39.0l 367 B 
10. Do you relieve your 
mother of small tasks 
when she needs rest? . 83 2. 49 43. 21 58.18 360 B 
28. Do you take the lea.cl 
to enliven a dull 
party? 3. 67 31.31 45. 40 19. 46 354 C 
33. Do you write a short 
letter of appreciation 
to your friend tram 
another locality soon 
after returning from 
a visit to her home? 8. 24 21. 20 39. 46 30.67 358 A 
34. Do you keep well 
groomed at home as well 
as away from home? 3.85 14.30 62.42 19. 80 365 B 
The questions in this group were given the following grouping by 
the raterss two A's, seven B' s, and one C. 
Th& share of home responsibility would vary according to the ehild, 
the number of hOllle members, the type of home, and home standards; but 
in all organized homes each child is aware of his share of r esponsibility. 
The 46.70 percent checking that they always assume this responsibility, 
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and the 42.93 percent who usually do indicate there is an awareness of 
responsibility and that a small majority habitually assume it. 
Doing needed tasks without being asked would include irregular 
ones and it would require more initiative on the part of the daughter 
to observe them. This aooounts for the variation between the results 
of this question and the one before it . According to their checking 
33. 52 percent always do needed tasks without being asked and 54. 85 
percent usually do. 
The 63.76 percent indicating that they always help with the dishes 
and house cleaning a~er entertaining their friends, and the 32. 02 
percent who usually do reveal that adolescent daughters realize that 
their guests a.re principally their responsibility and they are 
appreoiativ enough to asSU!lle part of the responsibility f or the 
extra work. 
To cooperate with other members of the f'a..>nily requires much 
"give and take" and is indicative of family organization. According 
to their cheeking 42 . 80 percent always cooperate and 51 . 06 usually do. 
This gives evidence of an effort on the part of young people to work 
with others for the benefit of all . 
Of the number checking themselves 30.10 percent always help with 
planning the home work while 54.27 percent usually do. This gives 
e'Vidence of previous home or home and school cooperation. The organi-
zation of a family counsel in a home is o.n excellent means of providing 
a means 0£ development for the adolescent along this line. 
There were 39 .01 percent v.:ho checked that they always hel p 
someone else with tasks at hame when they see help is needed and 55. 95 
percent usually do. This reveals fnmily cooperation and varies only 
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slightly from the percents in question six. 
To relieve mother of small tasks when she needs rest is more 
often accomplished than helping others at home who need help as 
reported by the 58. 18 percent who say they always do and the 43. 21 
percent who usually do. The mother-daughter relationship causes them 
to be more willing to help mother than a:ny other member of the family. 
The 19. 46 percent who checked that they always oan enliven a 
dull party, and the 45.50 percent who usually oan are significant of 
the many who are unable to take the lead in a social group. Teaching 
them. suitable games, songs and other means of amusement would help 
them to know what to suggest . This could be stressed in Future 
Homemakers clubas . 
riti~ a short letter of appreciation to a friend a.i'ter returning 
from a visit is a responsibility 30. 67 percent say they always assume, / 
and 39. 46 percent usually do. This indicates a need of more guidance 
in expressing appreciation and gratitude . This is a trait seldom 
developed to a great extent in adolescents, and one that needs to 'be 
stressed in teaching. 
Keepine; well groomed at home as well as away £ram home is 
habitually practiced by 19 . 80 percent, according to their checking. 
and usually practiced by 62 . 42 percent. This is indicative of previous 
guidance, which needs continued emphasis. 
The total peroents of those answering usually and always in each 
question in this group vary only slightly, which indicates that 




The students• reactions toward assmnin~ resfonsibilitl 1n the oomm.uni~. 
Number 
Questions answer• 
1. Do you take part in acy 
Never Seldom Usually Always ing. Rating 
churoh activities? 5.18 19. 0l 38.59 37.16 347 B 
2. Do you take part in 
Gi~l Soouts, Rainbow 
Girls, or any other 
club activity? 23.72 22.32 25.ll 28.74 358 B 
3. Do you teaoh a Sun-
day School class 
.men asked? 23. 80 14.91 28.68 32.41 348 C 
7. Would you willingly 
help promote a cleanw 
up campaign? . 56 G. 41 34.55 58.49 359 B 
8. Would you willingly 
help in any way with 
e. city c\inic? .a4 5.35 36.06 57. 76 355 B 
9. Would you in any way 
help needy families in 
your cOlllmuni ty? .oo 1.12 28.57 70.31 357 A 
10. Are you interested in 
helping to beautify 
your community? 1.16 2.29 23.50 73.08 349 B 
11. Are you a booster tor 
your comm.unity? 1 .• 42 9.62 37.92 51.14 353 B 
12. Are you willing to 
understand end help 
people of any other 
race? . 84 a .12 45.94 45.10 $57 A 
13. Are you willing to under-
stand and help people of 
lower standards of 
living? . 58 2.32 46. 67 50. 44 345 A 
14. Are you willing to 
understand and help 
people of any other 
nation? 2.25 6. 45 51.55 37.76 355 B 
18. Do you buy tuberculosis 
seals at Christ.mas timeYll. 84 22.28 39.48 26.23 354 B 
27. Do you observe traffic 
signals? . 56 2 .. 26 29.61- 67. 40 354 B 
28. Do you observe traffic 
laws? . 84 2.25 35.39 61 . 52 355 A 
29. Do you oross streets at 
interseotions'l 3 . 99 19.99 44.28 31.71 350 B 
32. Would you report an 
acoident regardless of 
circumstances? .29 6. 60 S2.4l 60.61 346 B 




Are you caref'ul not 
Never Seldom Usuall;z:: Alwa.is i~ .aatinez 
38. 
to write on public 
buildings? .oo 3.50 37.90 58.59 349 B 
39. Are you caref'ul not 
to scratch or mar 
school equipment? .oo 7.56 43.84 48.55 344 B 
41. Would you be as care-
ful in the use of 
equipment in public 
places as you would in 
yaur own home? .oo 5.38 36.79 57.73 353 A 
42. Would you burn or disw 
pos~ of your trash 
after a picnic? .oo .3.70 34 .. 19 62.11 361 A 
43. Would you put out 
your fire before 
leaving the pionio 
ground? .oo 1.39 18.66 79.93 354 A 
44. Would you be careful 
not to piok flowers 
in parks or on public 
grounds? .28 3.09 34.55 62.08 356 B 
45. Are you careful to put 
things baok in public 
places the way you 
find them? .oo .oo 41.98 58.0l 343 B 
Of the twenty•three questions in this group seven were given an 
evaluation of A, fifteen B~ and one C, by the raters. This indioa.tes 
that situations which give a student an opportunity to take respon-
sibilities in the ocsnmunity should be encouraged. 
More students, according to their ohecking, ta.lee part in church 
and Sunday School activities than in club activities as shown by 
the 37.16 percent who always talce part in ohurch activities. and the 
38.59 percent who usually doi the 32.41 percent who always teaoh a 
Sunday School class when asked~ and the 28.68 percent who usually do : 
while 28.74 percent of these girls alway.stake part in club activities, 
and 25.11 usually do. This indicates that there are more interested 
in participating in the activities of the ohureh and Sunday School. 
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There are 58.49 percent who report that they are always willing 
to promote a clean up campaign. and 34. 53 percent who usually are 
willing. This compares favorably to the 57. 75 percent who say they 
always are willing to help in a oity clinic, and the 36. 06 who usually 
ar willing. These reactions indicate that the movements which improve 
health conditions would be equally supported by adolesc6nts. They 
are at a period of development where wholesome activities that appeal 
to them are given their genuine support. 
The 70. 31 peroent who1 according to their checking, always would 
help needy families, and the 28. 57 percent who usuall y would, signify 
that most girls are aware of their responsibility to the less fortunate 
and are willing to do something about it. 
That 73. 08 percent say they al ways are interested in helping to 
beautify their eca:nmunity, and the 23. 50 percent usually a.re proves 
both the willingness of youth to help in worthwhile projects , as the 
percentage is also fairly large in the three preceding questions, and 
to take an interest in beautifying the community. 
The question 11Are you a booster for your camn.un.ity?" was inserted 
in the questionnaire because to support and encourage home enterprises, 
and to build pride and interest in one ' s canmunity a.re means of 
developing good citizens. There are 51. 15 percent who indicate that 
they always are a booster, and 37.92 percent who usually are. This 
reveals previous guidance for citizenship. 
A willingness to help and understand others is manifested in the 
next three questions where 45. 10 percent express their willingness 
always to understand the people of another race, and help them; and 
45.94 percent say they usually are . There are 50.44 percent who say 
they alv,.;ays are willing to t:mdersta:nd and help people oi' a lmwer 
standard of li vine;,. 121.:nd 4G.67 :po:rcent who usuo,ll!r are. There v.re< 
37,.75 pa:ecent of' the st··udeuts ti.:1m·mring who checked tho:t they always 
pereen."c v:ho usually- B.re will:in.g. The lo-v,er~ percents in the last or 
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these thrao qu0st1.or:1.s tdg:uifies U1at the student cones i:n con'l1?.et with 
fewer peoplu of.' other :n&.tions than those of other racec o.nd. of lo,uer 
stt1.:ndardr..1 oi' li vi:df,.- fiow-e~w)r., ?, larr;c percent ir; ui lling to as sum.a 
of interest in w-orthwhil0 projects 1;c1hich Rre not t&n@;ible to a studo:nt•s 
experiences. 
Observing tri:d'fic si5nnls 0.nd traf'f'ic law-.s are similar in the 
experiences of' youth as shown by ·bhe 67 .40 pernent who say they 
ahvays observe signals, and the 29.65 percent v:ho usually do; and the 
61. 52 percent who s.ay they always observe t1~af'f'ic la:ws toi;ether ·with 
t:he 35.39 pcrcenl; w11.0 umw.llr do. These f:indingi:; indicH,te that most 
of the adolescents under obsel"Vf':bion o.ra tif'llli:ug; to com.ply with lavrs 
an.d re;:;uli:J:;ions for tho good of e"1re17one. Ho-v,<e;rer., Hw discrepancy 
be'h7een these resu.H;s and those of the next ques·cion whertl 31.71 
percent checked they always cross the streets at ini.~ersections, and 
44.28 percent say thoy usually do is Enrident.. Crossing the streets 
o.t points other than intersec-l:;ions is not so rauch a problen in s:m.o.11 
cmr.nmnities as in the larg;er ones. :Nevertheless it; is a citJr regulo.tiono 
It i.E just such practices that rri.ake safety drives :necessary. 
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The 60.61 percent who checked they always would report an accident 
regardless of circumstances, and the 32. 41 percent who usually would, 
indicate that honesty and a sense of duty are prevalent in youth. 
The difference between the 58. 59 percent who indicate they 
always are careful not to write on public buildings, and the 37.90 who 
usually are careful as compared with the 48.55 percent ~mo indicate 
they always are careful not to mar or scratoh school equipment, and 
the 43 •. 84 percent who usually are careful,. reveal that there is more 
difficulty in being careful of more familiar and more habitually used 
equipment unless thought is stimulated and guidance provid&d. 
The 57 .75 percent who say they always would be as careful with 
equipment in public places as they would at hame, and the Z6.79 
percent who usually would do this have a. close correlation to the 
findings regarding those who indicate that they would not write on 
public buildings . 
'.l'her is also a close correlation between the findings on those 
who would be careful to burn or dispose of trash. and those who would 
be careful to put out their fire before leaving the picnic grounds. 
There are 62.11 percent who eheoked that they would e.lwa.ya be 
careful to burn or dispose of trash before leaving the picnic grounds, 
and 34.19 percent who usually would, while 79.93 percent always would 
be careful to put out their fire before leaving the pionic grounds , 
according to their report, and 18. 66 percent usually would do this . 
This indicates that the training and guidance on safety with fires has 
been a little more effective than the training and guidance on sanita-
tion and orderliness. However , the results of each one show a great 
deal of responsibility taken by students. Strong feeling for re,spect 
for public property is again manifested in the 62.08 percent who say 
they always a re oareful not to pick flowers in parks or on public 
grounds, and i n the 34. 55 percent who usually a.re careful. These 
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are olosely correlated with the 58. 0l percent who indicate they always 
are caref'ul to put things back in public places as they found them 
and the 41 . 98 who usually are . 
The high percents of persons 'Who usually and always do t..~is reveal 
a large amount of responsibility for the protection and preservation 
of public property assumed by adolescents. 
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The mother 's reaction toward the daughter•s responsibiliti sin the home. 
Questions 
l. Does she do her own 
Number 
Answer ... 
Never Seldom Usually Always ing Rating 
buying? . 50 23.76 61.85 13.86 202 B 
2. Does she do any b~-
ing for the house or 
for her mother? . 89 40.50 51.29 7.14 224 C 
3. Does she keep her 
clothes cleaned and 
pressed and ready for 
wear? 3.58 26.88 51. 97 17.47 223 A 
4, Do you want her to 
talce the responsibi-
lity of caring for 
her clothes? .oo 1.78 22.33 75.82 224 A 
s. Does she wash or dry 
the dishes willingly? 1.77 12.82 52.16 23.10 226 B 
6. Does she do tasks 
about the house with-
out being asked? 
22. Do you encourage her 
to praotioe at heme 
what she has learned 
at school? 
25. Do you ask your 
daughter ' s opinion 
about plans for the 
home? 
26. Does she have an 
interest in keeping 
the house in order? 
27. Does she see things 
to do without being 
told? 
35. Does she have e:rr:, 
money to spend as 
she wishes? 
3.14 22.40 54. 66 19.71 223 B 
. 90 9.46 56.49 53.16 222 A 
3.15 13.97 60.37 22.58 222 A 
1.32 11.45 53.30 33.92 226 B 
2.76 22.34 54.26 20.56 219 '.B 
1.84 22.58 50.69 24.88 217 B 
The mothers report that 13.86 percent of the girls. always do their 
awn buying, and 61 . 85 percent usually do. This indicates interest, 
good judgment and a willingness on the part of the mothers to allow 
their daughters to develop by assuming a responsibility. This is a 
task which adolesoents have only recently been deemed oe.pable of 
accepting,. Fewer, however, are relied upon to b~ for mother or for 
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the house as revealed by the findings . There are only 7.14 percent 
mo, the mothers say, always do such buying, and 51.29 percent who 
usually do it. Th.is is a task generally overseen by mothers . These 
findings reveal cooperation and understanding between mother and 
daughter. Such experiences offer excellent opportunities for develop• 
ment and for a study of values . 
According to the report of the mothers , 17. 47 pereent of the girls 
always keep their clothes cleaned, pressed and ready to wear , while 
51.97 percent usually do this . The mothers say 76.82 percent of them 
always would like their daughters to take this responsibility, and 
22.23 usually would like for them to take it. This reveals a definite 
need for development of ability in this type of work. It is reoommended 
that the home eoonanics t.eaohers meet this need through class activities 
and through home projects, where the student can be given more know-
ledge and guidance in performing such tasks and can be made aware that 
oare of her clothes is primarily her duty. 
The mothers indicated that 23.10 percent of the girls always 
willingly wash or dry the dishes , and 52 .16 peroent usually do, while 
19.71 percent always do tasks about the house ,vithout being asked~ 
and 54. 66 percent usually do. These are tasks often assumed before 
adolescence. There are several things that "willingly washing or 
drying the dishes" and "doing tasks aboui; the house without being 
asked" depend upon. Two of these are r home ai:anospheres where girls 
are allowed to alternate responsibilities in a variety of tasks which 
inspire more initiative and willingness~ and family counsels where a 
better pioture of the whole family "ben.ds to create a more thorough 
understanding of all home responsibilities in which ea.ch member must share . 
According to their checking, 53. 16 percent of the mothers always 
allow their daughters to prnetioe at home what they learn at school, 
while 36.49 percent usually do. This reveals an interest on the part 
of the mothers in the girls ' assuming responsibilities and a desire 
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to provide a chance for practice in order to develop desirable habits. 
The mothers reported that 22.68 pereent always ask their daughters' 
opinions about plans for the home , and 60. 37 percent usually do, which 
reveals an effort made by the mother to assure the daughter that her 
opinion is worthwhile. This would tend to develop mother-daughter 
cooperation. The mothers say that 33. 92 percent of the girls a.re 
interested in keeping the house in order, and 53.30 peroent usually 
are, 'Which rev ale a fund.a.mental desire to assume responsibility. The 
clean a.nd orderly house is more noticeable and affords more personal 
satisfaction than elean dishes stacked away in cupboards . This ms.y 
explain the discrepancy between the findings of the two questions. 
Adolescents get satisfaction from knowing that others appreciate 
their efforts. 
There is a elose correlation in the findings of ttdoes she do 
things without being told?" where 20.56 percent 0£ the mothers say 
their girls always do and 54.26 percent say theirs usually do, to the 
findings of question six. There is less than one percent variation. 
More guidance in family relations through adult classes is recommended. 
According to the mothers' report, 24. 88 percent of the girls 
always have money to spend as they wish, while 50.69 percent usually 
do. This indicates t hat the majority of parents realize the necessity 
of experience in developing the ability to spend wisely. 
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The teaohers' reactions toward the responsibilities the students talce. 
Number 
Questions answer-
Never Seldom Usualll Alwars i~. RatinfS 
10. Does she have her 
lessons on time? 3.81 20.05 48.98 27.16 788 A 
23 .. Is she willing to 
take her share of 
class responsibility? 3.27 16.49 41.36 38.88 764 A 
27. Is her attendance 
re5!:!:lar? 2.s1 6.30 50.89 40.48 778 B 
According to the teachers, 27.16 percent of these girls always 
have their lessons on time, and 48.98 percent usually do. This differs 
considerably from the 38.88 percent who, as reported, always are 
willing to take their share of olass responsibility and the 41.38 
percent who usually do. This reveals greater interest in classroom. 
procedure and activities than in assignments where time is spent in 
outside preparation. This is a challenge to teachers to make 
assignments -which are definitely the outgrowth of classroom procedure 
and ones that definitely build for a broader understanding for the 
next classroom procedure. 
The 40.48 percent who are always regular in attendance and the 
50.89 percent who usually are , according to the teachers, indicate 
an interest in school work and a detennination to make the most of a 
valuable opportunity. 
CONSIDERATION OF OTHERS 





N er Seldom Usually Always ing. Rating 
3. Do you consider the 
interests of class-
mates before your own? 1.11 24.44 61.65 12.77 360 B 
4. Do you consider any-
one else when opening 
or closing a window in 
the classroom ore. 
study hall? 1.91 8. 33 48 . 60 41.10 360 B 
5. Are you concerned 
about spreading any 
contagion to others? 2.83 1.70 20.66 74.71 353 A 
10. Are you sincere to 
your friends? .oo 1.67 47 .15 51.06 358 B 
11. Are you loyal to 
your friends? .oo 1.11 40.27 58, 59 360 B 
12. Do you give others 
about you a chance 
to express themselves? .28 1.11 40.27 58.32 560 B 
13 . Are you a good 
listener? .55 6.35 67.07 25.95 362 B 
15. Do you value the 
opinion of others? .28 9. 38 44.16 46.09 ~62 B 
24. Do you know how to make 
people comfortable? 1.67 12. 53 69. 90 15.87 359 B 
29. Do you make allow-
ances for the circum-
stances and opportun-
ities of others? . 56 8. 43 67 .70 23.31 356 B 
31. Do you strive to help 
a person who needs 
your help regardless 
of his popularity? . 55 7.70 50.10 41 . 53 363 B 
37. Can you win without 
making the loser 
uncomfortable? 1.10 6. 62 60.72 32.01 364 B 
39. Do you avoid laugh-
ing at the mistakes 
of others? 3.04 13.25 69.87 23.22 361 B 
All of these questions except five were grouped as of B evaluation 
by the raters. Number five rated A, because it is a matter that 
should have been emphasi~ed not only during adolescence but also 
throughout childhood. The other questions pertain principally to 
mumv 
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habits and qualities acquir$d during adolesceno V 1 193 
The 12.77 percent of the students who say they always think of 
the interest of classmates. before their own. and the 61.65 percent 
'Who usually do reveal an effort on the part of the student to put 
others first . This matter still needs guidance. The 41.10 percent 
who report that they always eon.sider others when opening or closing 
a window in the classroom or study b.a.11, and the 48.60 percent who 
report they usually do. reveal that more consideration is given 
where there is a chance of opposition being voieed by those who are 
not being considered. 
That 74.71 percent checked they always are concerned about 
spreading contagion to others, and 20.66 percent usually are, 
signifies continuous emphasis has been placed on sanitation and 
health from childhood. 
The 51.06 percent viho report that they are always sincere to 
their friends, and the 47.15 percent viho usually are, correspond 
closely to the 58.59 percent who , according to their own rating, 
always are loyal, and the 40.27 percent who usually a.re. This 
indicates that these students are develpping hon,sty, frankness, 
trust and consistency. 
. . ' . . . . . ~ 
. .. 
It is interesting to note th~t 58 .-32" percent y th y ~lways . . . , ,. . . . . . . . . 
give others a chance to express th~~lve:,s; \ind ~0.27 pe;~eh.t tl~ually 
do; while 25.95 percent report that they always are good listeners. 
and 67 .07 percent usually are. This indicates the tendency to be 
polite and gi-ve others a chance to talk even if one does not always 
follow closely in thought. The next question which is related in 
content also varies in that 46.09 percent say they always value 
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the opinion of others and 44.16 percent usually do. One ,vay to look 
at this is that adolescents enjoy knowing the opinion of others, many 
o~en seek it, still they like to weigh it with their own and decide 
for themselves. This indicates their struggle to beoane adults . 
The 15.87 percent 'Who checked that they always know how to make 
others comfortable and the 69. 90 percent "Who usuall y do give evidence 
of an understanding which guidance and much p~rtioipation will improve. 
The 23.~l percent who say they a lways make allawances for the 
circumstances and opportunities of others , and the 67. 70 percent who 
usually do, indicate broadmindedness in which the student needs 
encouragement and guidance . 
Striving to help another in need regardless of his popularity 
reveals fair.mindedness and a sense of justice toward others, which 41.53 
percent of these students say they always practice., while 50. 10 percent 
usually do. This also indicates true d-emocracy. 
There are 32.0l percent who checked that they can always win 
without making the loser uncomfortable, and 60.72 percent usually 
can. This exhibits an ability to be conscious of the feelings of 
others even 'When interest in self is unusually great. 
There are 23. 22 percent who report that they always can keep 
i'rom laugh.int:; at the mistakes of others , and 59 . 87 p-ercent usually 
can. There is an element of hum.or in the ridiculousness of some 
errors ~"hich cause laughter when underl ying it all there is also deep 
concern for the one at whom one laughs . This more often reveals a 
release of emotion rather than a lack of concern for the feeling of 
others. However, mistakes mad at school are not often of this type 
and students need some guidance in this line. 
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The girls• reactions toward consideration of others in the home. 
Nuniber 
Questions answer ... 
11. Do you thank your 
Never Seldom. Usuallz Always i~·· Rati~ 
mother and father 
for things they do 
for you? .oo 12.42 40.85 46.64 362 B 
.12. Do you ask your 
brother•s or sister's 
permission before 
borrowing from. them? .86 ii.as 46 .. 45 39.62 350 :a 
13. If you borrow a. postage 
stamp, would you buy a 
stamp and return it 
instead of paying the 
three cents? 4.71 15.55 40.30 39.46 360 C 
15. Do you avoid opening 
letters or reading 
mail which comes to 
another member of 
the family'? 1.96 5.57 24.48 67.84 359 A 
16. Are you loyal to 
your family? .ss .84 32.29 66.24 362 A 
17. Ar~ you sincere to 
your family? . 65 2.21 36.98 60.17 362 A 
2s. Can you keep from. com-
plaining when you see 
matters cannot be 
helped? 1.69 11.40 58.10 28.63 359 A 
25. Are you careful to 
introduoe your 
friends to other 
members of the 
family? .55 5.79 41.67 52.16 363 B 
39. Do you avoid saying 
things to make other 
people uncomfortable? .84 6.78 58.31 33.78 358 B 
40. Do you keep from 
chiding people who do 
things that displease 
you? 1.10 12.17 68.92 17.26 353 B 
42. Do you refrain £ram 
telling jokes that will 
embarrass others? 1.43 7.43 44.28 46.81 350 B 
44. Do you make an effort 
to help a very quiet 
person feel oomfort-
able and become a mem-
ber of the group? .oo 9.19 56.54 33.96 358 B 






Never Seldom Usually Always ing. Rat~ 
45. Are you careful not 
to say things to 
hurt the feelings 
of others? • 0 3. 08 56. 56 40. 04 356 
The seven persons evaluating these questions have rated this 
group as follows, four A•s, eight B1 s and one c. 
B 
According to th cheeking of the girls. 46. 64 percent always thank 
their mother and father for things they do for them, and 40.85 pereent 
usually do. This indicated gratitude and respect for parents. 
The 39.62 percent who say they always ask perm1.ssion before 
borrowing from their brothers or sisters. and the 46 . 45 percent who 
usually do reveal a.n awareness of the importance of considering the 
rights and property of others. This ebaraoteristic when developed. 
builds better home members. There is less regard for the property 
and the rights of brothers and sisters th.an for others as sh<JVm. by 
the findings in the next two questions. That 39.46 percent report 
they always ould return. a postage stamp instead of paying three 
cents to the one from whom they borro~d it. and the 40.30 percent 
who usually would., reveal an awareness of the effort put forth in 
getting the stomp and a realization that it was an aocarmnodation to 
them. Acoording to their checking, 67 .84 percent of these girls 
always avoid opening letters or reading mail that comes to another 
member of the frunily, while 24.48 percent usually do. This reveals 
an evaluation of the rights and privileges of others. 
The 66.24 percent who sa.y they always are loyal to their family., 
and the S2.29 percent who usually are., correlate very closely to the 60.17 
a1 
percent v.ih.o say they alv,ays are sinoere to their family, and the 36.98 
percent who usually are. The percents of those who are loyal and 
sincere to family members are similar to the percents of those who a.re 
loyal and sincere to their friends. 
The 28. 63 percent who always can keep from complaining when they 
sea matters oa.nnot be helped, and the 58. 10 percent who usually can, 
indicate that self control as well as consideration has been practiced. 
This should be a pa.rt of the training fr0t1 childhood with continued 
e:mphasis throughout adolescence. 
There are 52.16 per.cent who say they always are careful to 
introduce their friends to other members of the family, and 41 . 67 
percent who usually are. This indicates a desire to make others 
comfortable and easy. It also reveals that available opportunities 
have been used in training. According to their cheeking, 33.78 
percent of these girls always avoid saying things to make other 
people uncomfortable, and 58.31 percent usually do . This indicates 
thoughtfulness and consideration. There should be continuous train-
ing along this line to help the girl adjust herself to the group . 
That 17. 26 percent say they alm.ys keep from chiding people who do 
things that displease them, and 68. 93 percent usually do, indicates 
they are aware of the need of self control and put forth an effort to 
develop it, but more encouragement is necessary to help girls adjust 
them.selves to others . 
There are 46.81 percent of these girls who report that they 
always refrain from telling jokes that w-ill embarrass others, and 
44.28 percent usually do. This reveals a consideration of others 
that will be appreciated by their associates. That 33.98 percent., 
aoeording to their report, always make an effort to help a very 
quiet person feel comfortable and beoane a member of the group., and 
56. 54 usually do, reveals thoughtfulness and initiative. 
Thoughtfulness of others is also shown by the fact that 40.04 
percent say they always are carei ul not to say things to hurt the 
feelings of others, and 56.56 percent usually are careful. Since the 
adolescent is just a.merging from a self•oentered stage, it ta.lees 
effort to consider the feelings of' others. Continued guidance is 
necessary to assure a well rounded growth and development. 
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The girls' reactions toward consideration of others in the community. 
Number 
Questions answer ... 
Never Seldom Usually Always i~ . Rating . 
23. Are you careful not 
to crowd ahead of 
people in line? 3. 10 8. 74 59. 22 28.76 354 B 
:so. Would you slow up and 
stop your oar if 
ne~ssary to keep from 
hitting an animal? . ss 1. 11 8. 82 88. 60 351 B 
31. Do you avoid slowing 
your oar abruptly at 
stop signs? 7. 53 5. 42 37. 32 49. 67 $32 B 
33. Do you ask permission 
of people before 
picking their flo ers 
or fruit? . 57 4. 81 31. 70 62 . 83 353 A 
34. ould you stay home 
from school or a:ny 
public gathering if 
you had a bad oold? 1 . 97 15. 79 47.66 34. 80 354 A 
35. Would you b$ careful 
not to spread a skin 
disease? .2a 2. 21 13. 36 84. 06 352 A 
40. Are you careful not to 
spit any plaee where 
it would be dangerous 
to other Eeo;elef .• oo 2. 54 21 . 69 15.78 355 B 
This group of questions was evaluated by the raters as fol lows: 
three A' s and four B•s . 
The 28 . 76 percent who say they always are careful not to crowd 
ahead in line, and the 59 . 22 percent who usually are, indicate the 
patience and consideration for the rights of others exhibited by 
many of these girls. This type of experience is considered so 
necessary that today it is started in the nursery school, where 
turns at play are encouraged and guided. It is also encouraged in 
group work in hClllle economics; especially in clothing; classes where 
several girls use the same machine. Continued guidance is necessary 
to make a well adjusted member of society. 
Xhe 88.,60 percent who checked that they would always slow up 
and stop a ear if necessary to keep fran. hitting an animal , and the 
8.82 percent who usually would exhibit the prevalence of kindness to 
animals among adolescents. The 49. 67 percent who reported that they 
always avoid slowing their car abruptly at stop signs, and the 37.32 
percent who usually do, indicate thoughtfulness and consideration of 
the persons driving behind them. Such a practice prevents accidents 
and should be encouraged and guided when youth begin driving oars. 
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That 62.83 percent, according to their ohecki11g, always ask per-
mission before picking the flowers or fruit of others, and the 31.70 
who usually do, reveals a respect for the property and possessions of 
others. This indicates previous training. 
The 34.80 percent who say they always would stay home from school 
or any public gathering if they had a bad cold, and the 47 .66 who 
usually would r&veal an awareness of th importance of such an action. 
It indicates a need for further training a.nd guidance . Too much 
emphasis on perfect attendance records tends to encourage students 
to attend scrool regardless of a bad cold. 
That 84.06 percent say they always would be careful not to spread 
a skin disease. and 13.35 usually would1 is evan· more pronounced than 
the percents in question five under "the girl 's reaction to'IJ'lard con-
sideration of others e.t school" 1vhich represents those concerned 
about spreading contagion to others. The 75.78 percent 'Who report they 
always would be careful not to spit where it would be dangerous to others, 
and the 21.69 percent who usually would be careful also indicate regard 
for others and a share ta.ken in promoting sanitation. These findings 
reveal that continuous emphasis has been placed on health until these 
students have become a.ware of their responsibility in public sanitation. 
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Never Seldom Usualll Alwars in~. Rati~ 
8. Is she considerate of 
other members of the 
family? .oo 9. 41 60.93 29.57 223 B 
9. Is she considerate of 
guests of other metn-
bers of the family? . 46 3.21 41.31 54. 96 218 B 
20. Do you encourage your 
daughter to find the 
good qualities in 
others? .90 . 90 2!5. 30 74.82 223 A 
34. Is she concerned about 
needy families in the 
community? 4 •. 56 14. 14 50.16 31. 01 219 B 
There are 29 . 57 percent of the mothers vmo say their daughters 
always are considerate of other members of the family. and 60. 93 
percent who say theirs usually are. This indicates knowledge and 
guidance1 and an effort to consider others. but it also indioat&s 
a need of further guidance in order to develop worthy home members . 
Compare the percents of these .findings with the 54. 96 percent of 
mothers who say their daughters always are considerate of guests of 
other m bers of the family. and the 41 . 31 percent who say theirs 
usually are. These findings reveal a need for more family under-
standing and consideration. 
The 74.82 percent of mothers who say they always encourage their 
daughters to £ind the good qualities, and the 23. 30 percent who 
usually do, indicate that encouragement to understand others and to 
tolerate their peculiarities and habits is given at home . 
That 30. 01 percent of the mothers report their daughters always 
to be concerned about needy families in the community, and 50. 16 
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percent say their daughters usually are indicate an awareness of 
responsibility to those less fortunate.. It is very necessary that 
this trait be guided and developed in order to produce good citizens. 
A cammunit,J ea.n be no stronger than its citizens. 
The teachers ' reactions toward the students• oonsideration of others. 
Questions 
5. Does she desire to 
help others? 
9. Is she considerate 
of the opinion 0£ 
other people? 
21 , Does she respect 
her teachers? 
22. Does she respect the 
rights of others? 
35. Is she interested in 
making tho other 
pupils more comfort-
able? 
Never Seldom Usually Always 
3,80 20. 15 50 .. 30 25. 72 
2. 30 9, 34 52. 82 35.68 
. 90 4. 35 34.41 60. 37 
1. 04 5. 33 39. 36 54.30 









According to the teachers , 25, 72 percent oft se students always 
desire to help others, and 50, 30 percent usually do, which indicates 
cooperation among most of the students. While it is not desirable for 
one student to do th~ work for another, it is desirous that one should 
clari.t'y statements or subject matter for another. There is a need 
for more guidance here. 
The teachers report that 35. 68 porcent always are considerate of 
the opinion of others, und that 52. 82 percent usually are , which 
indicates broadmindodness and a respect for the feeling of others. 
This tends to build good citizens. According to the teachers ' 
checking, 60,S7 percent oi' these girls always respect their teachers , 
and 34. 41 usually do . These findings reveal a similar correlation 
to the 54 .• 30 percent who, according to the report of the teachers, 
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always respeot the rights of others, and the 39. 56 percent who usually 
do. There is a small difference in the findings in favor of respect 
shown for teachers. It is the usue.1 thing for home economics students 
to consider the rights of others, but eontinuous guidance is necessary 
to keep them aware of this consideration. The teachers report that 
19 . 17 percent of these girls always are interested in making other 
pupils more comf'ortableJt a.nd 63. 31 percent usually are , which indicates 
an a:wareness of their responsibility in group e.oti vi ties , and in 
helping others bee e adjusted to situations. 
INDIVIDUAL REACTIONS 
The individual reactions of the students in school situations. 
Questions 
2. Are you confident 
Number 
answer-
Never Seldom Usually Always ing. Rating 
about your abilities? . 27 14. 48 66. 28 18. 94 359 B 
9. Are you able to take 
critioi without 
feeling hurt? 2. 49 15. 51 58. 17 23.82 361 B 
21. Do you shake hands as 
th.ough you meant it1 . 28 9. 19 49. 85 40. 66 S59 B 
23. Do you keep your 
friendship with others? .oo 4. 17 64 . 70 31. 10 360 B 
42 . Are you able to make up 
your mind before the 
time for action is past? 1. 10 10. 69 68. 23 20. 00 365 B 
These questions were all given a B evaluation by fue raters. 
There are 18 . 94 peroent of these girls., according to their 
reports, who always are confident of their ability., while 66 . 28 per-
cent usually are. This indicates that many realite their inabilities., 
and relatively £f1W are depending entirely upon their own judonent. 
The development of this oharacteristio reveals good judgment. Con-
tinucnis training and guidance in adolesoenee is necessary to encourage 
most you tb. have vitality and strength of character enov~gh to :re.fleet 
others., and the 64.70 perocnt v.:ho usually do e;;i ve evldenee of the 
beginning or th.a development of' sta'biHty, sinceri 'mJ., and loyalty in 
coTI:tacrb 'With others. These ~ud i tle'8 need oon.tinual emph.asi s and 
:ris,.ko up their :ni:nd beforo ·the timo for action is past, and the 68..23 
percent; v:1ho usue.lly can., reveal clllmness ar1ci clear thinking. It 
also indicci,tes an ability to adjust one.self t.o 1..1.nexpected situations 
which require self oont:rol., 
The i:i.10.ividual reactions of the girls in home situations. 
~~~--~~~~--~~------------------------------------..~..,..,,.-~.---------~---Nttmber 
Questions answer• 
Never Seldom Usuallz Ahva~·s in;,• 
22. A:re you careful about 
personal cleanlinessf .28 
S2. Do you knew how to 
e:itpress your appreci-
e.t:i.on to anyone. who 
has entertained you in 
her h01ae? .82 
35. Are you satisfied with 
your purchases after 
you get them home? 1 .. 11 
36,. Are you satisfied with 
your olo thes you make 
after they are com-
10.52 71.74 16 .. 62 361 
__1>Je~. ___ 1_._6_7 __ 1_5_._3_5 __ a .... 2_ .. _5-5_2_0_· ._o_-1 __ s_a_o ____ n__ 
The questions in this group were cheeked. by the raters as follo1irs.: 
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The 64. 69 percent who say they always are careful about personal 
olea.nliness,. and the 31. 35 percent who usually are, :reveal continuous 
training. During adolescence there ism.ore interest and more personal 
responsibility assmned in the development of cl~anliness habits than 
pre'Viously. 
That 50.74 percent checked that they knew how to express their 
appreciations to anyone who had entertained them in their home, and 
44.16 usually did, indicates guidance has been given to these students. 
This is another trait needing continuous encouragement from. childhood 
through adolescence. 
These next two questions are closely correlated in thought, even 
though they shaw a slight variation in the findings . There are 16. 62 
percent who say they always are satisfied l'lith purchases after they 
got home, \Vhile 71. 74 percent usually are , which indicates that few 
make planned purohases . Cam pare these findings with the 20 -.01 percent 
who say they always are satisfied with clothes after they have been 
completed. and the 62 . 55 percent who usually are, which also indicates 
a lack of knowledge and guidanoe in pl anning~ This ability to plan 
wisely depends upon knowl edge of personal characteristics and needs . 
and a.long with oonsum.er buying should be emphasized more in the 
classroom. 
-~--~--~-"",c;.~-------·--~-------~-1""~,,-rn-~n"'"b--,e--.-;r--------
19" ;you 1:aep o:ntiroly 
out of other people's 
1::usinoss? 
20. Do you xefrcd:n. f:r.·am 
repea:'cirt2; 1thear say"' 
n.bcmt othez- people'.' 
36,. .Are you careful not 
to v..se a public 
towel or tlri:nkine; cup? 
37. you be qu.:tJ:t'm-
2.25 
a.c"lswer-
12.11 63.66 21.77 355 (J 
16.85 68.82 12.92 356 
1.98 18.11 79.52 353 
22 .• 00 75.B-6 353 tined v,J.lli:np;ly? 1.42 2.55 ·-,~----.-c.,-,..,~.-,...,..---~-~~~-----.-..-..._ .... ~_,,.,,..,.""~~----- - ----· ------------
0:rie of these questions was give:r2 an A eva.luation, two ct B, o.nd 
There were 21.77 percent who checked t-ho:t they always keep 
ent:Lcely out of' other people's husiness., a:nd 63.66 percent vino usui1.lly 
smd pr:l:rl.leges of others. '.l.'he 12.92 :pe:roent who sc,y tli.at they always 
of' otJwrs i/ft:i:bh personal sa;tisfaotiori e;::i.:'l.ned from. tellin::, so:nethin.g nev:. 
'l'he 79.52 percent viho checked tho!c they are alnays careful not to 
use a public towel or drinki:ng <.mp, and ·i:;he 18 .. 11 pe1·ceil.t who usually 
ara co.:re:L'ul., indief7!.te 1,revious guidcn1ce 1.1:hich should be cor.d:;i1111.0us 
from ch:Udhood throw,;hout adolescence. 1•ffoulc1 you be quarantined 
will:l:nt;ly?11 &cls-o has to do with perso!'.»-1 and public sanitation and 
he1:;,,lt;h,. These f'indings var-y but not :much from those of thtJ previous 
queat:ion. '£he 73 .. 86 p0roent '1FJ"ho t1my they alwu,ys vrould be quarantined 
vrllliD.GlY, GJ:td the 22.0::3 who usually would indicttte knowledge and 
0onsider9,·cion of others. 
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The mothers • interpretations of the daughters • individual reactions . 
Number 
Questions answer-
Never Sel dom Usually Al ways ing. Rating 
10. Does she do her ha.ne 
ork cheerfully? . 69 S.24 59. 76 33. 00 224 B 
32. Does she enjoy her 
work at sehool? . 89 4. 46 49 . 95 44. 60 224 B 
33. Does she ta.lee part in 
sohool activities? 2.20 16. 30 40 . 97 40. 53 226 B 
There are 33. 00 percent 0£ the mothers who say their daughter s 
always do home work cheerfully. and 59 .76 percent who usually do, whioh 
indicates an ad.ju tr.nent to and a satisfaction in the division of home 
responsibilities. That 44 . 60 peroent of the mothers say their daughter s 
always enjoy school work , and 49 . 95 percent say theirs usual ly do. 
reve-als an interest in education and a desire to make the most of 
their opportunities. 
There are 40. 53 percent of the mothers who -0hecked that their 
daughters always take part in school activities , and 40.97 percent 
usually do, 'Whioh gives evidence that the girls are a:ware that taking 
part in school activities helps build interest in the school. 
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The teachers 1 interpretations of the students' individual rea.otions. 
Number 
Questions answer-
Never Seldom Usualll Alwazs i~. Rating 
1. Is she enthusiastic 
about preparing her 
lessons? 5 . 07 28. 04 49 . 53 17. 36 749 B 
8. Does she take part 
in class discussion 
'Whene'Vl3r possible? 5. 06 30. 76 .. S. 63 24. 56 790 A 
12. Does she accept the 
teacher ' s estimate 
of her grade with-
out argim,.ent? 2. 04 10. 47 36. 52 50. 95 783 A 
14. Does she show good 
sportsmanship towards 
rivals in class 
standing? 2. 27 10. 93 50. 25 36. 52 750 B 
15. Does she enjoy 
competition? 6. 23 21. 40 50. 97 21. 15 771 B 
18. Does she do her work 
cheerfully? 2. 57 14. 51 49. 05 33. 90 779 B 
18. Is her attitude in 
class studious? 5. 38 23. 17 43. 0l 28. 42 781 B 
19. Does she show a 
general interest in 
life? l . 93 14. 52 56. 02 27. 40 778 A 
That 17. 36 percent are always enthusiastic about preparing their 
lessons. according to the teachers , and 49. 53 percent usually are 
indicates that lessons a.re not always interesting to most students . 
More care in presentation of subject matter and in planning classroom. 
activities would improve this situation. The 24. 56 percent, checked 
by the teacher, "Who always take' part in elasa discussion whenever 
possibl, and the 39.53 percent who usually do. further indicate a 
need of improved classroom methods . 
The teachers report that 50.95 percent of the~e students always 
accept the teacher ' s estimate of grades without argument$ while 36. 52 
percent usually do. This gives evidenoe that most of the students 
understand and accept standards ma.de by the teacher or by teacher and 
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goe.ls 1vn:nld :iJdaprove this si tua:tion •. 
The 3G,. 52 peroen:'c who., the tec:.chers say, alw .. iys shov.r gcod sports• 
E;f!J.tship towards r:tvals in clasn stand:iug., o;,nd the 50.25 percent vtw 
usually. do., reveo .. 1 .fairm.i:miedness in. relation ·!~o <rthe:es. This trrd t 
ea:11 he developed through i.;:roup activ1.tias ·that 12.re utJll pb.:n . 1.,.ed. 
:more stm::lents shaw good sportS-iil(.rnship thr:a,;1:1 those ·who en.joy competition 
as o.hovm. b;, ·tho 21 .. 15 percent who (;.>.hvays c:'ljoy it., t'.1.ecord:1.ng to -'che 
te:;1.chers ~ tmd the 50.97 :;;:,ercont 1;n:10 usually do. To a certain exte11t 
encouraging; com.petition develops interest., but if emphasiz1.td too :much., 
a lack of sportsmar...ship :ls displayed .. 
The tea<",hers report of the SS .. GO perce.1.r!:: of girls who do their 
wo;:-k eherfv.lly, and the 49 .. 05 percent who usually do, dif'f'ers fro.1'.fl. the 
f'indine;s of the report oi' those who alwfays enjoy school work.. The 
diaorepmwy reveals a diff'ererrt attitude in the classroom to-v,>ru"d 
aecorcling ·to ·!:;h9 teache:rs' report, alwuys have a s1;udious a.tt:i.tude 
in class" t.rJ.cl the 45 .. 0l whc. usuaUy do indicr<..te me.ny v.rho ttre making 
the 1s10st of aw.ilablo opport1:tnities. It also reveul.s a need for a 
,2;rea:ter challenge to youth. 
?nat 2'7 .40 percent., aocordinS t.o the -beaehers., ahvn.ys show a 
gene1-al interest in lifl9, and 56.02 usually do, reveals tl'iat m.!JJ'~1" have 
1;e placed 011 tl1e g;uidm,10¢ of students in a.dj1:.1sti11g; themselves to 
situations in life., 
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REI.ATIONSllIPS ITH OTHERS 
The girls• reactions in relation to othors at school. 
Number 
Questions answer-
Never Seldom Usualll Alwa;y:s ing. Ra.tin~ 
1. Are you al'm.re that 
the success of your 
sohool depends partly 
on your actions? . 54 7.74 39.85 51 . 87 366 A 
1. Are you able to keep 
from feeling superior 
to your associates? 3. 95 3. 10 45. 12 47.66 354 B 
a. Are you able to keep 
from feeling inferior 
to your associates? 4 . 22 9.87 55.55 30.45 355 B 
14. Do you attempt to 
o rry on an interest-
ing eonversation when 
you meet ne people? . 55 9 . 70 45.71 44 . 04 361 B 
16. Do you find it easy to 
contribute much to a 
conversation? 5.23 23.65 56.65 14.30 363 C 
17. Can you forget about 
yourself and what you 
can do in conversing 
with others? 3 . 35 11. 44 67.47 27.62 367 B 
18. Can you talk to your 
teachers or sup rin,.. 
tendent 1rl. thout being 
embarrassed or uneasy? 5 .. 21 16. 01 51 . 89 26.77 362 B 
19. Are you able to adjust 
easily to a new group 
or location? 6.68 23. 12 50.97 19.22 359 B 
20. Do you enjoy meeting 
and kncming new 
people? 1.37 3. 30 18. 13 77.19 364 B 
22. Ar others .friendly 
toward you? .oo 1.63 74.72 23. 64 367 B 
25. Are you comfortable in 
the presence of others? 1. 67 8.93 71.15 18.14 358 0 
28. Are you able to niake 
friendly contacts with 
hers of the opposite 
sex? 1.66 11.63 60.11 26.59 361 B 






Never Seldom Usuall y Always ing. Ra.ting 
40 . Can you willingly do 
what the majority 
de cides is best? 1.10 3. 59 58 . 24 37. 54 364 A 
43. Are you interested in 
school activities? . 27 6. 62 3411 77 58. 51 363 A 
44. Does the enthusiasm 
of others make you 
more enthus iastic? -,57 3. 40 37. 07 58. 88 353 C 
Of the fifteen ques~ions in this group, three were of A value, 
nine B, and three C, according to the evaluation given them by the 
raters . 
The 51. 87 percent who, according to their own checking, always 
are aware that the success of their school depends partly upon them, 
and the 39. 85 percent who usually are aware, indicate a school spirit 
that builds bigger and better schools . Student self goverr..ment should 
b encouraged and guided in all school s . This giv, s the students an 
opportunity to feel their importance in an organization. 
The 47 . 66 percent who say they nhmys can keep :fr001 feeling 
superior to their associates, and the 45 .• 12 pereent who usually can, 
compar d to the 30. 45 percent who say th0y always oan keep from 
feeling inferior, and the 55 . 55 percent who usually can, r rvea.l a 
slight difference in the ability to adjust themselves to a group. 
Fem,r have succeeded in overcoming inferiority. The findings of 
both questions reveal a need of continued guidance. 
Relatively few students o.lwuys find it easy to contribute muoh 
to a conversation as shol'l?l by the 1~ . 30 percent who say they always 
do, while 56.65 percent usually do . There a.re 27 . 62 percent who say 
they always can forget about th selves and what they can do i n 
conversing with others, and 57.47 percent say they usually oan, 
wh.ioh exhibit one of the fundamentals of good conversation. There 
are 26.77 percent who always can talk to teachers or the superinten-
dent without being uneasy or embarrassed, according to their own 
report, and 51 . 89 percent who usually ean. This re-veals an under-
standing between the student and the teacher which should be 
encouraged and guided continually. Another fundomental of' good 
conversation is an understanding of the interests or others. 
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There are 19.22 percent of' these girls who state that they always 
are able to adjust easily to a ne1v group or location , -while 50. 97 
percent usually are. There is evidence here of a need for more 
guidance of students in making adjusunents in new situations. 
While 77 .19 percent say they always enjoy meeting and knowing new 
people, and 18.13 percent usually do, your attention is called to the 
44.04 percent in question fourteen who always attempt to carry on an 
interesting conversation. It is more difficult to determine the 
interests of new aequa.intux:.ces than older ones. Guidance in under-
standing the gener al interests of adolescents is recommended. 
There are 23.64 percent vm.o report that others are always 
~riendly toward them, and 74 . 72 percent say others usually are, 
which give evidence of a noed of more friendship shown to,vard others 
a.:nd, again, a need of more guidance in adjusting oneself to gr oups and 
si tua. tions . 
The 26.59 percent who say they always are abl e to m!i.ke friendly 
contacts ,vith members of the opposite sex and the 60.11 who usually 
can, reveal a need for both parents and teachers to be aware e.nd make 
us of availabl e opportunities for students to make such contacts. 
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The 37.54 percent 'Who checked that they always can willingly do what 
the majority deoides is best, and the 58. 23 percent who usually can, give 
evidence that many are able to adjust to situations. The adolescent 
is just beginning to realize the necessity of this a oquiescence. 
That 58.51 percent say they always are interested in school 
activities, and Stl.77 percent .usually are, reveals a close correlation 
between the findings here w.1d those in question one. School spirit 
is e:ichibited by an interest in school activities . 
The enthusia of others always makes 58. 88 percent of these 
girls more enthusiastic, according to their report, and usually makes 
37.07 percent more enthusiastic. This reveals a desire to be and do 
like others, and an effort to be one of a group . 
Reaotions o~ the girls in relation to others in the home. 
} .cor 
Questions answer.-
Never Seldom U sualll Ahm;z::s ing. Ratin(.S 
11. Do your parents avoid 
treating you as a 
small child? 2. 23 8. 30 41.79 46.57 ~o A 
26. Do you enjoy enter• 
taining your friends 
in your home? 1. 10 5. 56 30. 02 63. 11 359 B 
29. Are most of your 
friendships those of 
your own sex? 3. 92 14. 09 55.44 21.84 356 C 
Sl. When visiting in the 
home of a friend# do 
you make yourself 
agreeable to all me.m-
bers of the family? . 83 l . 39 38. 22 59. 70 359 A 
37. Do you introduce 
people easily? 2.48 11.11 58.51 21.80 362 B 
38. Are you tactful in 
dealing with others? 2. 25 14. 94 6:S. 45 19. 46 355 B 
The 46.57 percent who say their parents always avoid t reating 
them as small children, and the 41.79 percent 'Who say theirs usually do 
reveal that most parents make use of opportunities to help children 
develop and are willing for them to assume responsibilities th.at 
promote child growth. 
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There are 63.11 porcent of t hese girls who report that t hey always 
enjoy entertaining friends in their home, and 30.02 percent who usually 
do. This indicates a satisfaction in home conditions. It is t..~e best 
way for parents to understand the interests and the assoeiates of their 
daughters. Detter hame members are developed where plans for such 
entertainments are ade by parents and children. Of the girls report-
ing1 21.84 percent say that e.ll'IB.ys most of their friendships are those 
of their own sex, while 55. 44 percent say usually most of theirs are. 
It is desirable that all adolescents have both boy and girl friendships 
in order to develop a better understanding of people. Parents and 
teachers should make use of available opportunities to encourage such 
wholeso'1. friendships . 
Ther are 69.70 percent of these girls who say they always make 
them.selves agreeable to other members of the family when visiting in 
the home of a friend 1. and 38.22 percent who usually do. Tb.is reveals 
thoughtf'ulness 1 which should be continually encouraged. 
The 21.80 percent of the girls who say they alvrays introduce people 
easily 1 and the 58. 51 percent who usually do, reveal tha.t knowledge and 
guidance have been given, but that uvo.i lable opportunities should be used 
to improve and encourage ease in introducing. The 19.46 percent of these 
girls ho say they always are tactful in the dealings with o,t hers, and 
t.~e 63. 45 percent who usually are 1 indicate t houghtfulness and considera~ 
tion of others, which are necessary to develop a good member of a group. 
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The girls' reactions in relation to others in the community. 
Number 
Questions answer-
Never Seldom. Usually Alwais ~- Rati~ 
4. Do you enjoy taldng 
part in oanmuni ty 
progrruns? 5.62 12.92 38.48 42.98 356 C 
5. Do you take a.D¥ active 
part in wholesome 
amusement for young 
people in your cam-
munity? 5. 58 12.83 41.29 40.18 358 A 
6. Do you participate in 
community projects for 
the betterment of 
people in general? 6.31 18.64 50.48 24.38 348 B 
22. Do you refrain from 
crossing the street to 
keep from meeting some-
body? 9.14 27.43 42.86 20.57 350 C 
The evaluation given this group of questions by the raters is as 
follows: one A. one B, and two c•s. 
The 42.98 percent who say they always enjoy tnking part in com.-
munity programs, and tho 38.48 percent who say they·usually do, reveal 
an interest in sharing their talent with others. These findings are 
quite similar to the 40.18 percent who say tha.y always take a.n active 
part in 'Wholesome amusement for young people in their oaromunity., and 
the 41.29 percent who usually do., which indieate a desire to do their 
part in encouraging wholesome community activities and amusements. 
The desire to participate in community projects for the betterment of 
people in general is manifested by the 24.38 percent who say they 
always do, and the 50. 48 percent who usually do. The adolescent is 
beginning to be concerned about others outside his own circle of 
friends. and needs guidance for wholesane development. 
There are 20.57 percent of these girls who say they always would 
avoid crossing the street to keep from meeting sa:r1eone. while 42.86 
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percent usually would . This indicates that the one who does cross 
the street is unwilling to face situations or is hesitant in hurting 
the feelings of another. 
The mother's reactions toward the daughters' relation to others. 
Ifl.unber 
Questions answer-
Never Seldom Usualll Alwars ing .. Rati~ 
7 . Does she ask your ad-
vice about different 
matters that trouble 
her? 2.21 12.82 49 .06 S5. 80 226 B 
12. Does she enjoy enter-
taining her friends 
in her home? 1.81 3.62 33. 94 60. 63 221 B 
13. Do you meet and know 
her friends? .oo 5. 38 41 .22 53. 31 22~ B 
14. Do you feel com.fort-
able and at ease when 
her friends are present? .oo 1.36 31.22 67 . 42 221 B 
15. Do you encourage her to 
have boy friends? 21.86 29.94 28.99 19.62 224 B 
16. Do you encourage her 
to have girl friends'? 1.80 4 •. 96 22.53 70.73 222 B 
18. Do you discuss with 
the mothers 0£ her 
friends ways of fur-
nishing wholesane 
entertainment for the 
group? . 14.16 28.79 37.29 20.29 · 213 A 
19. Are you interested in 
things your children 
enjoy? 1.34 1.34 21.06 76.16 223 A 
21. Does she tell you 
about her work and 
progress at school? 1.35 9. 01 31. 99 57. 66 222 B 
28. Do you have family 
gatherings where every 
member contributes'? 14.48 26.65 32.22 26 . 65 214 B 
29. Do you encourage her 
to take part in ool'l.-
munity activities 
(clubs, church work, 
sports and parties)? . 90 6 .27 27.33 65. 41 2~ B 
There are 35. 80 percent of the mothers reporting who say their 
daughters always ask their advioe about different matters that trouble 
them, while 49. 06 percent say theirs usually do. which rev~als a 
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mother and daughter understanding that needs continual guidance •. 
The 60.G3 percent of' th.a mothers wh.o say their daughters always 
enjoy ont:ertaining f':riends in their home., and the 33.94 percent who 
say theirs usually do, correlates very closely to th0 reuotion.s of the-
daughter 011 this s~n.e question. (1:iu:mber 26 under 11 The reactim:1s of' the 
g~ir.l i:n relation -bo others in the hom.e .. tl) This reveal!i satisfaction 
in ho:me and :mother. 
The 53.31 per.cent of these ;;1tothers 1,<,'ho say they always :meet e.nd 
know the friends of their daughters, and the 41.22 percent who usually 
do" reveal a..;i interest on the part of the moth.er in the type of friends 
her daughter has, and one on tho part of the daughter in havi.--ig her 
mother meet her f rie:n.ds. There are 67 .. 42 percent ot." these :mo:bhers w.ho 
checked th~,t they feel cac1fortable and at ease in the p1 .. ese:nce of' 
these friends_. and 3l .. Z2 peroent s~w they usually do. 1'his indicates 
-wholesome relationships between mothers and daughters_. whioh should 
be continually encouraged.. It. taJres sam.e boy as "'l'lell ·as girl friend-
ships to build a well rounded and developed personality. Co.t;i.pa.re the 
lS .. 62 percent of these mothers ,vho a~r they always encourage their 
daughters ·to he:v-e boy fri<r..J.ds, 1;;..n.d the 28.99 percent viho say they 
usually do with the 70. 73 p~rceut o:f rnothers who say ·they always 
enoourage their daughters to have girl friends,, ar1d tho 22.53 who usually 
do. It is rooa.ui.mended that teachers encourage wholesome h1owledge and 
guidance through adult classes Vl:here par,ents can get together and 
disou.ss the problems of their sons and daughters. The 20.,,29 percent 
of these mothers who say they always dis-euss with the moth.era of their 
daughue1~s 1 friends, ways of' fu.rn.ishing whole.same entertain1..11ent for the 
group, and the 37 .. 29 poroe:rx'c who usually do indicate a genuine interest 
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in the development of their daughters. 'l'here are great possibilities 
here : or the home economics teacher. 
or the mothers reporting ., 76.16 percent say ·that they always 
are interested in the things their children enjoy, while 21.06 percent 
usually are . This suggests a wholeso.'lle relationship in the ha.ne ., 
which should have continual guidance. Question 21 also i ndicates 
mutual uuderstanding -where 57.66 percent of these mothers stato that 
their daughters always tell them about their work a..'11.d progress at 
school. and 31. 99 percent usually do. 
According to the mothers, 26.65 peroent of the homes alrra.ys have 
family gatherings 1.vhere every member contributes , while 32.22 percent 
usually do. This rave ls a need of knowledge and guidance ~~1ich the 
home economics teacher can plan to have given in adult classes . 
0~ these mothers# 65.41 percent say they always encourage their 
daughters to tako part in comm.unity activities, and 27.33 percent 
usually do, whioh reveals that the mother is aware that the daughter 
should make such contacts in order to have a good rounded development. 
The teachers' reactions toward the students' relation to others. 
Questions 
17. Is she easily stinru-
Number 
answer-
Never Seldom Usually Always ing. Rating 
lated to action? 5.5$ 26.90 41.17 26.28 777 C 
24. Is she interested in 
all school activities? 2.73 24.86 49.99 22.40 732 B 
28. Are her interests the 
same as those of her 
associat~s? 1.17 10.83 67.49 19.97 766 B 
29. Does she seek friends 
among her classmates? .78 14.14 62.77 22.31 771 B 
30. Is she friendly with 
many students? . 77 20.37 56.20 22.-69 776 B 
32. Are others interested 
in her? .67 23.86 60.38 15. 06 800 B 
The teaoh~rs checking. report that 26.28 percent of the girls 
always are easily stimulated to action, 'While 41.17 percent usually 
are. his indicates a need for a means to stimulate more interest. 
Evaluating methods and activities being used would help to clarii'y 
the difficulty. 
The teachers checked that 22.40 percent of these students always 
are interested in all school activities. and 49.99 percent usually 
are. There is a discrepancy between these findings and those in the 
students' report of their interest as will be shown on the graph on 
the next page. This graph shows the comparison of responses of 
students and teachers in four selected situations from. various parts 
of the questionnaires. 
There are 19.97 percent of these students who always have the 
same interests as their associates, according to the teachers., and 
67.49 percent who usually do. This reveals an adjusunent to the 
group. There are 22.~1 percent of these students, as reported by 
the teachers, who always seek friends among their classmates:, while 
62.77 peroent usually do. This gives evidence that these girls are 
developing normally. The 22.69 percent who• the teachers say, always 
are friendly with many students, and the 56.20 percent who usually 
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are closely correlate to the findings of the following question. 
Aooording to the teachers, others always are interestod in 15.00 
percent of these girls and usually are interested in 60.38 percent. 
The last four questions relate to the adjustment of students to others 
and reveal a need for development and guidance in being a friend 
and in making friends. 
COUPARISOM OF STUDEliTS' INTERPRETATIONS OF THEIR REACTIONS 
WITH TEACHERS ' INTERPRETATIOUS 
Usuall 
100 






















l. Help others without doing work for them. 
2. Make others feel comfortable. 
3. Talk to superintendent or teachers without barrassment. 
4. Give ornl report in class without barrassment. 
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EMOTIONAL CONTROL 





Never Seldom Usually Always ing. Ra.ting 
6. Can you graciously 
receive compliments? . 51 8.77 59.71 30.84 35 B 
26. Do you feel comfort-
able and easy when 
teachers watch you 
work? 17. 39 34. 22 38. 09 10.21 362 C 
27. Can you give an oral 
report in elas s with• 
out embarrassment? 17. 39 24 . 56 40. 02 17.94 362 B 
36. Do you honestly re-
joice in the good 
luck of others? .2s 4 .42 so.sl 44 . 71 362 A 
38. Can you honestly re-
joice w1 th one 'Who 
has beaten you? 3. 58 16. 00 53.26 27.60 364 B 
The questions in this group i;nolude one A, wee B·1 s., and one C, 
which were evaluated by the rat ers . 
There a.re 30.84 percent of these girls , aeeordL:ig to their 
reports, who always can graciously receive compliments, a.~d 59.71 
percent w.ho usually can., which reveal that they have owrcome self-
consciousness. lhe 10. 21 percent who say they always feel comfortable 
and easy "When teachers -wateh them work, and the 38 . 09 percent who 
usually do, reveal that few are free from fear of' failure, and that 
most of th lack self confidence . '.lne same characteristics are 
evident in the next question where the findings of the usually and 
always headings are low. ~is is shown by the 17 . 94 percent who say 
they always can give oral reports in class without embarrassment, and 
the 40.02 who usually can. There is a definite need for encouragement 
and guidance in developing self confidence. 
The 44.71 percent of these girls who say they honestly rejoice 
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in the good luck of others and the 50.51 peroent who usually do~ together 
with the 27.60 percent of girls who say they a lways oa.n honestly rejoiee 
vdth -the one who has beaten them ., and the 53.26 percent who usua.lly 
can, indicate that they are considering the intorest of others before 
their own • . They are exhibiting good sportsmanship , which should be 
fostered and guided continuB.lly. 
The girls' emotional reactions at home. 
Number 
Questions answer-
liever Seldom Usualll Alwals in~. Ra tin! 
ia. Can you keep frGill. try-
in6 to boss others? 3.31 14.63 59.89 22 . 28 362 B 
19. Are you able to stand 
teasinE without being 
hurt? 3. 04 14.35 52 .16 30.36 362 B 
20. Do you enjoy spending 
an evening at ho.me? 1.66 14.40 38.50 45.43 361 B 
24. Are you careful not to 
exaggerate so your 
story will be the 
best? 1.10 5. 52 60.72 3Z. 59 362 B 
27. Do you enjoy helping 
entertain friends of 
other members of the 
family? .28 9. 42 42.94 47.37 361 B 
41. Do you oontrol your 
temper? 3. 62 24.51 59. 04 12.81 359 B 
43 . Do you keep calm and 
composed in a danger-
ous situation? 6.12 16.40 55.32 21. 96 359 B 
The 22.28 percent of these girls checking themselves v.rh.o say they 
always can keep from trying to boss others , and the 59.89 percent who 
usually can, indicate that an effort is being made to overccxn.e the 
desire to domineer others. More thoughtfu ess and consideration of 
others should be encouraged. 
There a.re 30. 36 percent who say they always are able to stand 
teasing without being hurt , while 52.16 usually can. This gives 
evidence of self- control and good sportsmanship ~ l'lhich need continual 
The 45.43 perce-.:1t 1.\iho report the. t they always enjoy spending an. 
eve:ni:ng at boo.Ile" a:ud tho 38 •. 50 percen3;; who usually do., indicate 
g~rate so their stor.r W'lll be t..11.e best.,. and the 60.72 percent who 
se;y- they usw:~lly · a.re., give evidonoe of con{;rolling; the desi:ee to 
It indicates fairnesn and franl::.fle.ss., whiah 
ueotl ,'.}on:Urrual 
Pleasure gained in helptnc others is reveo.lecl by the 4:'!.37 [JO!',.. 
cent who say they enjoy helpin;; orrtert;tai:::1 tho friends ot other m\%1 ... 
alDo h:.dioates considers;-!;ion of: others. 
There are 12.81 po:roon"I; of these girls \;1110 say they e.lr,1;1.ys 
can c:ontl:ol t;hoir temper., ·whilo 5!:).04 usually can. 'l'his indicc.tes 
.exhibit seli'-o.ontrol., 
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The teachers' reactions toward the students' emotions. 
Questions 




Never Seldom Usually Always ing. Rating 
becoming con.fused? 4 .72 25.68 50.83 18.77 783 B 
7. Does she give an oral 
report easily before 
the class? 6.94 31.10 43.43 18.50 778 B 
31. Does she avoid attract ... 
ing attention? 2.99 14.19 47.52 35.28 768 C 
33. Does she talk to 
teachers or the super-
intendent without being 
embarrassed or uneasy? 3.40 23.82 53.01 19.77 764 B 
34. Is she interes-t:;ed in 
having her parents 
visit class? 14.02 33.65 37.86 14.49 642 C 
The teachers report that 18 .77 percent of these students always 
answer questions without becoming confused. while 50.93 percent 
usually do . This indicates the inability to think clearly when same-
one is evaluating the reply. It indicates a lack of self-confidence. 
There are 18.50 percent who the teachers say always give oral reports 
easily before the class, while 43.43 percent usually do. Giving oral 
reports easily before a class can be accomplished through prnctice. 
This signifies that every opportunity to get these pupils to report 
bei'ore the class should be used until they have gained ease and poise 
before others. A great deal of enoouragement and guidance are 
necessary to develop self-confidence, ease, and poise . 
There are 35.28 percent who always avoid attracting attention. 
according to the teacher, while 47 .52 percent usually avoid it. T"nis 
indicates that most of these students are not self-eentered. Students 
who do little things to attract attention to th selves have not gained 
recognition through class standing. An understanding of the pupils 
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a:nd a recognition of the tasks the;J do v.elJ., 'Will help to overcome 
-chis. 
'l'he 19 .. 77 pe:i:·oent \'rho., a.s reported 1:)y th~ teachers$ :;:.J.1,w.ys talk 
to teachers and the superi:ntond01.1-t without; being en.harrassed or uneasy., 
m:;.d the 53.01 percent vmo usually do,. oorrele.to closoly to the roport 
give:n b:_\r the girls as shown on foe graph on page 60. 
'fh01·e are 14 .. 49 percent of these girls., according to the teachers~ 
who alvmys are interested. in having tlwir parents 1.risit class 4 v.11ile 
37 .86 percent usually a.re. Several things would cause '.:;his attitude .. 
Students ·with a. low class ~rl:;anding would not be uo interested. in 
having; pare:nts observe this; students vm.o are not pleased wi'ch the 
appeara.nee of thoir parents would. .not want the:m there; and those who 
are shy i\.:nd. m~ladjusted vrdultl feel 1nore so in the presence of pa1~e:n'ts. 
The child 11.fi th the low class standing should be g:i ve11 sorn.ethi:ng to do 
i:n olassroo-l!1 a.ctl-vi tief.l i:n which he can e:xcell.. If students are made 
to feel t.no.t si:mplo II inexpensl ve clothes when neo;'c and clean w.s.ke 
good. backgrounds for fine persono.lities., they vdll :not l:;o critical of 
parents who visit school., e.nd the daughters can have pride in their 
mothers. 'l'hrough understanding and careful guidance, espeein.lly in 
i:;roup e.etivi ties, the shy stude:n:b can beeome ad~lustad. :More opportun-
ities should be provided and more gu.id&nee given to develop an interest 
i:.:1 gettini: parents to visit classroo....""!ls .• 
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QUESTIONS EXPOSING THE ABILITY TO THINK 
School situations revealing the girls' ability to think 
Number 
Q.uestions answer-. 
Never Seldom Usualll Alwais in~. Ra.tin~ 
30. Can you help a friend 
with his work without 
doing his ,. ork for 
him? 1.93 17.60 56.65 23.65 363 B 
32. Do you ask a well in-
formed person for 
advice? . 83 9.16 50.26 39.71 360 A 
33. Have you plans for the 
future? 4 . 30 9.80 26.33 59.66 357 B 
34. Do you ever oa.rry out 
a task or plan with-
out someone else's 
approval? 8.59 25.76 40.17 25. 48 361 B 
35. Do you enjoy doing a 
difficult piece of 
work? 3 .. 90 18.10 46.23 31.75 359 B 
All the questions in this group except one were given a B rating , 
the one was given an A ratin& by the seven persons evaluating them. 
The 23.65 percent who say they always can help a friend without 
doing his vmrk for him. and the 56. 65 percent \':ho usually can, give 
e-videnee that many students are able to discriminate between help and 
hindrance given to friends . Yore guidance should be given on help. 
The 39.71 percent of girls rtho have checked that they ahvays ask 
11 in.fanned persons for advice. and the 50.26 p~roent who usually do. 
indicate most of the students who want advice go to authentic sources 
for it. This gives evidence of good judgm•nt. 
That 59.66 percent of these girls reporting say they always have 
plans for the future . and 26.33 usually have , indicates organized 
living and the developing of a:mbi tions . 'l'here should be continual 
guidance throughout adolescence. For this reason guidance classes and 
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clinics have been organized i n many eduontional centers . 
The 25. 48 percent who say they alwn.ys carry out a task or pl an 
without someone else ' s approval, and the 40. 17 percent who usually do 
give evidence that many students have initiative and are confident of 
their o ability. There is much noed for guidance in presenting 
principles on which the student can base judgment. That 31. 75 per-
eent of these girls , according t o their checking, always enjoy doing 
a difficult piece of work, whil e 46 . 23 percent usuall y do, indicates 
that pleasure and satisfaction are gained by accomplishment. The 
more difficul t the task t he more satisfaction is derived from its 
completion. Guidance in pl an..~ing, and helping students t o under-
sto.nd tho mum.mt and kind of work requirod t o carry out the task 
would insure greater interest and more willingness to undertake 
difficult tasks. 
Home situations disclosing tho girls ' ability to think. 
Number 
Questions answer-
Never Seldom Usualll Alwais i ~ . Rat in~ 
2. Do you perform every-
day tasks at home 
without expecting pay? .oo 1. 42 11.89 86.60 353 B 
14. Do you think of others 
concerned bef'ore open-
ing or closing a window 
in the home? .as 9. 97 47 . 09 42.11 361 B 
21. Do you find t ime for a 
hobby? 5. 13 18. 63 35. 64 39. 96 367 B 
a. Do you car;iplete tasks 
that are started? .28 12.42 64. 03 22. 90 361 B 
so. Do you give a boy a 
chance to be polite to 
iou? 1 . 40 4. 88 37. 80 56. 28 357 C 
In this group of questions four have been given a B a.~d one a C 
evaluation by the raters . 
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The 86.60 percent of the girls reporting that they always perform 
tasks at home without expecting pa.y and the 11. 89 percent who usually 
do, give evidence that the majority of these home economics girls 
realize they must share home responsibilities as well as home benefits . 
However , continuous encouragement is necessary to develop this attitude. 
The 42.ll percent ,mo say they always think of others before 
opening or closing a window· in the home , and the 47 . 09 who usually do, 
eorrelate closely to the percents cheeked under consider ing others 
bei"ore opening or closing windmv-s in the classroom or study he.11 . 
This indicates there was an ovaluation made from. which judgment was 
drawn. Continual guidance is recommended in such matters . 
That 39.96 percent who say they always find time for a hobby, and 
.35. 64 percent usually do, gives evidonee of planning and initiative. 
More encouragement a..n.d guidance is advisable until each student develops 
a hobby. 
There are 22 . 90 percent of these girls who say they alwnys com-
plete tasks that are started, while 64 . 03 percent usually do , which 
indicates many girls are per&istent . This is a tra.i t seldom developed 
early in adolescence and needs much guidance and the use of available 
opportunities to establish it. 
The 56.28 percent who, according to their checking, always give 
a boy an opportunity to be polite to them, and the 37. 80 percent who 
usually do, are thinking fast enough to allow someone else to acquire a 
pleasing trait through the use of opportunities. Continuous guidance 
is recommended in this . 
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Conttr,unity situations disclosing the girls ' ability to think. 
Number 
Questions ansv.rer-
Never SeldC4"D. Usually Al a.ys ing. Rating 
15. Are you interested in 
state affairs? 3. 09 25.28 SS.89 31 .72 356 B 
16. Do you read a daily 
ne spa.per? 1.45 17. 49 37. 31 43.73 343 B 
17. Are you interested in 
national a£fairs? 1.65 24.56 35. 53 38. 16 208 B 
21. Do you dismiss from 
your mind happenings 
that cannot be ohanged? 2.82 17.18 65.07 14. 93 355 B 
24. Can you easily get rid 
of a salesman? 6.30 20.64 50.44 22.64 349 C 
25. ould you state your. 
oorreot age if it made 
a dif£erence in the 
price of a show or a 
railroad fare? 
26. Would you correct a 
salesman or clerk if 
he had ma.de an error 
in ;your favor? 
5. 57 5.85 22.66 66. 00 359 A 
7.10 27 . 55 63. 33 352 A 
'l'wo of these questions were evaluated AIJ. four B and one C accord-
ing to the raters. 
The 31.72 percent who say they always are interested in state 
affairs, and the 39.89 percent who usually are, give evidence of the 
developing of good citizens. The 43.73 percent who say they always 
read a daily newspaper, and the 37 . 31 percent who usually do, indicate 
an awareness of situations influencing li vi~ oondi tions. The 38.16 
percent who report that they al-ways are interested in national affairs, 
and the 35. 53 percent who usually are, indicate same understanding 
of the econamio situation. These three questions are closely correlated 
end indicate the beginning of' an interest which should be encouraged 
to produce a better understanding of laws and governmental situations. 
There are 14.93 percent of these girls who report that they 
allYB.yS oan dismiss from their mind happenings that cannot be changed. 
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r:JP:.ny in order to n19lce. decisions a,gai11s't one who has stuo.ied an argu:.n.ent 
for all likely reasons offered.. Mor$ a,.railablo opportu.ni tics should be 
ag;e if· it m.ado a difference in the price of' a shmv or r~.ilroad fare . , 
and tho 22.5G percent who usually v,rould give evidence or l:u:nri."'1.6 
evaluated p,:CJrso:n.al benefit vii th justice. This question is sirailn:r to 
would correct a sales-man o:r o lecrk if he had made an error in their 
f'o.,;ror. and 27.55 percent who usua.lly 1trould.. Both indicate honosty a11d 
just:5.ce.- which should have continue.l eneou.rage:ment..-. 




----.-~-·-----------lf_e_v_e_r __ s_e_l_d_.· ._Ol~t'me.lly l~~1T.1i::, i:ng. 
17., Do you feel that she 
is capable oi' handling 
situa.tio11s that rnay 
a:dse? 1.78 6.23 62.60 29.30 225 
Rating 
There are 29 .. 30 percent; of the mothers who say 1:;l1ey ahro.ys feol 
on tho part of tho girl.s~, and rauch trust on the part of the mothers. 
Guidai.-ic.c in m.aking tleeisions both at school and in the hom.e would 
improve the r;irl•s abil1t-.1 to evaluate situ!:'.tions .. 
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'.l.1he te0.chers' reactions tovrard the sti.idents t ability to ·think: .. 
1{'Ul!J.b er 
Questioris ru1sv."er ... 
!lever Seldom. Usuallv 
Ii Alwa;ys in::7 • ill ·¢ l1ating 
2. Doe.s she use sound 
reasoning in her work? 4.40 28 .. 93 50 .. 69 15.99 795 :a 
3. Doos she think for 
herself? 3.66 25.03 54.06 17.18 792 B 
4. Does she k:10W how to 
help others without 
doing their. vrork f'o:r 
them.? 9.15 M.87 43.36 12.60 754 :6 
11. Doos she .t. • s vr1.ve to d.o 
w.ore than just get by? 7,.21 20 .. 66 3Y.8l S4.'74 564 B 
1.3_~ Doas snb,ject matter 
St')OIU more important to 
her than grades? 6.92 19 .. 15 46.28 27 .. 66 '752 J3 
20. Does she have opinions 
of' her own? 1.n:i 19.28 51.'12 21.20 783 :B ~----t-~--..,~,...._.---~---""""'"'.._ ... ~ -
The teaohers check:ed thut 15.99 percent of thesfJ students always 
use sound thir:Jdng, while 50.69 perca'l'l.t ustmlly do, which reveals 
pre,rious guidance that should 'bo eox1tinued. Th.ere are 17 .. 18 percent 
of these girls ·who nhm.ys think for i~heraselves.,. according; to the 
teachers, a11.d 54.06 perce:n.t who usually do.. In com:paring these 
que~:rtions it is revealed that all thin.kinf; done is not sound think:ing. 
Guidance in f\mdm:nantal prine:i.ples will help create sound thinking. 
According to the teachers. 12.60 percent of' these girls alvrays 
1:0low how to help others m thout doing their 1¥ork for i.:hma . ., and 43.S6 
percent 1.1.sually- do. !his varies .f'r01.<1 the findings of' the students• 
report on this question.. 'l'he comparison is show:n in a C:t"aph on 
page 60. This reveals the inabili 'tlJ of' :many students to diso~imi:ne:te 
1)1)-t;vreor, tho other person •s need a.n.d desire. 
:I.'here are 34,,. 74 peraerr'c of these stud.en ts 11 :aooording; to the 
percent usually do.. lJ.'his reveals i:n:teres.i; and industry on the part 
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of many. More interesting clnss work, more vn.lue placed on student 
growth and a better understanding between the student and teacher 
would increase the peroent l'iho always strive to do more than just get 
by. To 27 . 66 percent, as reported by the teachers, subject matter 
always seems more important than gr ades, to 46.28 percent it usually 
does. '.l.nis indicates that the majority are aware that ol ass work is to 
develop individuals and not for the purpose of' rating them. This 
question is correlated with the previous one. A study of home conditions 
in either case would help the teacher to get a better understanding of 
the student ' s reaction. 
There are 27.20 percent of these girls , as checked by the teacher, 
who always have opinions of thoir own, while 51. 72 percent usually 
have. This signifies reasoning and self-confidence are practiced by 
m.a.izy. A clear presentation of fundamentals woul d guide the students 





Never Seldom Usually Always ing. Rating 
"fl. Does she have a place 
and chance for privacy? 9.12 20.98 32.38 37.85 220 B 
2:s. Do you attend school 
activities? 16. 82 37.27 36.91 10.00 220 B 
24. Do you visit her 
class rcom? 40. 92 48. 36 8. 37 2. 33 215 B 
30. Do you have a news-
paper in the home 
that reports state 
and national events? 1.34 4. 03 19.71 74.82 223 B 
31 . Are state and 
national events 
discussed at home? 3.66 21.53 42.14 32. 52 218 B 
7S 
11.ccording; to ·ch.e mothe:rs 11 37. 85 perceut of thfJ girl a alv.,a.ys ht).:ve 
rights u.rt3 recognized., but rr;ore encouragome:nt of' this t..1.rough adult 
~l~sses is reca~~ended. 
There ara 10. 00 percent of the nothers v.ii:10 s.Ry they alv,uys attend 
school t~ctivities, a::id 35.91 percent ,;ho ucua.lly do. T'h:ls gives 
evidence of a need "co create more i:nterost 8Ji1011g 1~10ther-s in school 
exhibits, teas~ open house c1.11d other occasions ,v.here daughters take 
the 8 .. 37 1.)eroent ·who say they u.suall;;r do, rovccl that f1;ff:I' ii"10thers 
hone that repori;s ctate v.:n.d ne:bional ne'W's and tho 19. 71 percent who 
say usu0J.ly clo, reveal a horn.a condition that h0lps develop 
better oi tize:r:i.s. Tho 32.52 percm:rt of' these ,,wthers v,rho sz,:y that 
porcent say theJ: usually are., sive evidence tha.t most of the stncl.0nts 
ha.ve an opportm1i t-y to know and unders-tand to a certain extent the 




m>lver Sel'l® Us~a.1-14 Alwa;rs -~· _Ra.tins.. 
25. Are her pare:nts 
interested. :Lu her 
school work? 7 .42 
26 .. Do h&r parents attend 
school activities? 18.27 
2? .. 57 41 .. 21 23.48 660 A 
B 
The teachers :report th:::,t 23 .. 48 po:rcent of' the parents always are 
interested in th,:; studentts school work., 2.:1d that 41.21 poreent usually 
,tre, ·d.hieh r~veals a need to encourage parents to attend more sehool 
acti>J:Vcies in ord-er to develop more interest. 1~ocordi:t1g to the t:eacher, 
13.61 :gerce:nt of the parents c.lways 0:!:;.terul school a.et.ivi.tlas., and 25 .. 33 
pcroent usuall;:r do. Attmi.dh1g school activities is an ind.icn.tio:u of 
tl1e m,tou1rc oi' :i.:n.tcres·l; the parents he.ve in the school.. Stud.ants should 
be encourei.god to help interest the:i.r parents. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION A.f.ID REC~'IDATIONS 
The purpose of this thesis is to make a. survey of the existing 
conditions pertinent to student reaotions in group relationships; to 
expose the outstanding needs for student growth in adjusting to 
situations, in developing an understanding of individual and group 
needs and in assuming responsibilities in the school, home and com-
munity; and to offer recommendations for high school home eoonomics 
teachers . 
The information received from three hundred and sixty-seven 
students, two hundred and twenty- six mothers and fifty- nine t eachers 
was checked and tabulated, and a general total made. A study of this 
general total discloses the needs of students and is the basis for the 
following recanmendations . 
A. Reoommende.tions for more effective home visits ' and adult classes. 
l. Familiarize parents with elassroom procedures. 
2. Encourage mothers to talk over and plan 'Wholesome amusement 
for daughters and their friends . 
3. Encourage a wholesome deYClopnent of boy and girl friendships . 
4. Stimulate interest in family counseling to develop under-
standing and consideration. 
5. Encourage the use of every a/•ra.ilaole opportunity to develop 
ea.so in introducing others . 
6. Further mother-daughter relationships. 
7. Interest parents in visiting school. 
8. D$vo1op mutual understandings . 
B. Recommendations for raore effective elassroam procedure. 
1. Plan classroom procedures which will create interest and 
enjoyment and which will be a ehallenge to youth. 
2. l'f.akc assignments a definite outgrowth of classroom. procedure 
which are recognized by the student as a.n important step 
leading to the development of the topic. 
3. Plan classroom procedures so the student will have a part 
in making assignments. 
4 . Emphasize a positive personal health program. 
5. Guide students in helping others. 
6. Encourage students to consider the rights of others. 
?. Guide students to evaluate subject matter. 
a. Provide opportunities for students to make personal con-
tributions to the class in order to develop self-confidence. 
C. Recommendations for more effective group activities . 
l. Place continual emphasis on sanitation. 
2. Use available opportunities for developing ability in 
ma.king decisions. 
3. Guide students in adjusting thamselves to situations that 
cannot be helped. 
4. Emphasize that the consideration of the rights and feelings 
of others is fundamental in good citizenship. 
5. Emphasize that the ability to express appreciation and 
gratitude makes one n more acceptable member of society. 
6. Encourage students to make friendly contacts wi. th members 
of the opposite .sex. 
7. Encourage students -to be well groomed at home as , ell as 
away from home. 
8 . Encourage students to have a hobby. 
9. Emphasize that the knowledge of suitable games . music and 




THE LETTER SENT '1'0 'l'EA<lliERS ASKING F{)R COOPERATION IN TRIS STUDY 
l would appreciate your help in making a personality study to be used 
as a part of my advanced work at the ·Okla.ham.a Agricultural and 
Mechanical College. This .study consists of' questionnaires for sopho-
more girls taking hom.e economics to a,.nSW$r, questionnaires for mothers 
to ru.1mver, and questionnaires for teachers of these girls to answer. 
The results of these questionnaires will be used to roak-e re-cemm~da.tions 
in personality developiu.ent. It is necessary that I have some help in 
working out this study, and I would apprc,oiate it vecy nm@ if you can 
oo.operate with me . 
The questionnaires for students are on group relationships, the one 
for mothers of these students taking hom.e eoonamics is on home re-
lat1onship to help determine the needs, of their daughters, the one 
for teachers of these girls ia to oh&ek the attitudes of these pupils 
in the classroom from tho teacher ' s point of view. All aro given to 
discoY&r the needs of tho girls from vm.ieh recommendations are to be 
made, that ,v:i.11 am.phe,size these ne,eds . 
Please chack in the blanks below and return to :me .. 
Yes No 
I will use the questionnaires 
Number 
Send me questionnaires for sophomore g,i.rls taking home -------$OQ11-omics. 
Send me questioxm.aires for mothers of the,se girls .. --------
Send me questionnaires for teachers who have these girls -------in same class. 
Very truly. 
Mrs . Elisabeth Brock 
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THE LETTER OF INSTRUCTIONS SENT TO THE TIOME ECONOMICS TEAaIEllS 
Dear t 
In mailing out these questionnaires, I felt these directions would 
be of value to you. 
The questionnaires are being mailed to the home eoonomics teachers 
to be distributed. Will you please collect them and mail them baok to 
me in one package. The postage for the return is heroin enclosed. I 
would appreciate it if you would have them filled out and mailed back 
to me by }Jarch 31, if posoible. 
1'he questionnaires to the students must be answered a.t the same 
time, preferably during some regular olass period, after "Instructions 
to s tudontsff have been read and explained to them. The questionnaires 
to mothers together with instructions and letters will be in envelopes 
r eady to send hame by the students . If the student has no mother, the 
father or guardian may answer. The questionnaires for teachers who 
have these girls in any class may be handed to them to answer , with the 
instructions for teachers and a list of names of sophomore girls taking 
home economics. 
I am sure you realize that tho value of this study depends 
great ly upon the ca.refuln-ess and exactness with which these question-
naires are answered. In order to make this a worthwhile study. certain 
definite regulations must be followed. They are i 
1. The "Questionnaires for mothers." which are in envelopes , 
ar e to be sent home by the sophomore home economics girl s 
for their mothers to answer. Rave them returned the 
next day. 
2. The uQuestionnaires for girls" are to be anSlfered by the 
sophomore home economics girls. This should be done a-cone 
time, preferably class time, a~er "Instructions to students" 
have been read and explained to tho.m. 
3. Be sure to explain to the students t hat one questionnaire is 
on school interests, one on ho~e interests and one on 
community interests. 
4. Blanks are provided on which you can list the sophomore 
girls taking home economics and hand to each teacher having 
them in any class . Give each teacher nQuestionnairos for 
teacherstt enough to a.nswer one for each sophomore girl 
taking home economics. who is also enrolled in his class. 
5. Collect all answered questionnaires and all unanswered blanks 
and mail them back to me by arch 31. i£ possible. 
I assume you will . if you have not already done so, take this up 
with your superintendent before having these questionnaires answered. 
I appreciate your willingness to cooperate with me in carrying on 
this work. I believe when the results are cam.piled we will have some-
thing very worthwhile. 
Very truly, 
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LETTERS TO MOTHERS 
Dear Madam, 
I run making a study of the needs of the high sohool girl in 
ho:me, school, and canmuni ty relationships. Duri11.g; the home economics 
class program in the high school. there is always same time spent in 
studying desirable traits and characteristics and a ,m.y of develop-
ing them. We hope this helps to prepare the high scho-01 girl to meet 
and satisfactorily solve some o her probl ems. My purpose in checking 
with the mothers is to see what they feel is important. 
I would appreciate your help in making this study, which will be 
used in planning a group of lessons to be presented to high school 
girls . I am sending out a number of questions for each mother of a 
high school girl to answer. Those mothers are chosen from several 
communities throughout the state. I believe, in getting an honest 
expression fr those mothers , the school can more effectively help 
in the development of satisfactory traits and characteristics. 
The value of this study depends upon your carefulness and exact-
ness in anmvering all questions truthfully. This information is 
strictly confidential. You may seal your answered questions in the 
envelope and return to the home economics teacher who will return 
them to me. 
If for s:tJ.y reason you object to answering any or all of these 
questions# I shall not be offended. The results are to be used in 
making a course of study that will make it easier for us to do the 
best possible ,vork in teaching your daughter . You will note ,ve do 
not ask for the name of the parent or the children and will not 
permit e:n.y such knowledge to be included. 
Yours very truly, 
EB sFJ 
00 
H1STRUCTIOJS TO OTHERS 
This questionnaire is sent out for you to answer concerning your 
daughter in order that her school work may be made to fit in more 
closely with the home and the expectations of her mother. This infor-
mation ,is strictly confidential and is to be used for a general study. 
It is not neoessary for you to sign your name . 
The value of this study depends upon your caref'u.lnes~ and exa ctness 
in a.nswerine; al 1 questions truthfully. Please remember that this 
infonnation is confidential and may be see.led to return to the home 
economics teacher, who will return it to me. 
Read the questions earei'ully and check under one of the following: 
"Uever /' nseldom." "Usually•" "Always / 1 as t 
Do you meet and know her 
friends? 
Never Seld Usually Always 
Never means not at all; seldom means only once in a while or 
not as a rule; usua.llt means most of the time or it is generally so; 
always means it is e. abi t or yes e.t all times. 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MOTHERS TO ANSWER CONCERNING THEIR DAUGHTERS. 
TOViiN DATE 
~~~~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~ ~------~--~~~~~~ 
1. Does she do her O'Wil. buying? 
2. Does she do any buying f or the 
house or for her mother? 
3. Does she keep her clothea 
cleaned and pressed and ready 
for wear? 
4. Do y ou Yra.nt her t o take the 
responsibility of oaring for her 
clothes? 
s. Does she 11ash or dry the dishes 
willingly? 
6. Does she dt.> tasks about the 
~ use without being asked? 
7. Does she ask your advice 
about different matters that 
trouble her? 
a. Is she considerate of other 
members of the family? 







9. Is she considerate of guests of 
other members of the family? 
10. Does she do her home work 
cheerfully? 
11. Does she have a place and 
chance for privacy? 
12. Does she enjoy entertaining 
her friends in her home? 
13. Do you meet and know her 
friends? 
14. Do ou feel comfortable and 
at ease when her friends are 
present? 
15. Do you encourage her to have 
boy friends? 
16. Do you encourage her to have 
girl friends? 
17. Do you feel that she is cap-
able of ha.ndlinG situations 
that may arise? 
18. Do you discuss with the mothers 
of her friends ways of furnish-
ing 'Wholesome entertainment 
for the group? 
19. Are you interested in things 
your children enjoy? 
20. Do you encourage your daughter 
to find the good qualities 
in othe:rs? 
21. Does she tell you about her 
work and progress at school? 
22. Do you encourage her to 
practice at home ,mat she has 
learned at school? 
23. Do you attend school activities? 
24. Do you visit her class room? 
25. Do you ask your daughter's 
opinion about plans for the 
home? 
26. Does she have a.n interest in 
keeping the house in order? 
27. Does she see things to do 
without being told? 
28. Do you have family gatherings 
vm.ere every member contributes? 
29. Do you encourage her to take 
part in col!U'lll.U1ity activities 
(clubs, church work, sport and 
parties)? 
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30.. Do you have. a ne:'i:'J'S:paper i:n U10 
ho:me tho:t; :reports state and. 
D."i ti onr'..1 eve:n:t.s? 
31... Are state t?~nd mi:t;ional event$ 
d:5.scussod at; hone'? 
32. Does 13110 enj.oy her work at 
school? 
33 .. Does she take part in school 
e .. ,rti-\ri·t:I-es? 
34.. Is she concerned about 11eedy 
i'o;rn,ilien in the comnunity? 
35.. Does she have any 1110:ney to 
spe:dd as .sl1e 11\r5-shes? 
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Hover Seldom Usually .ti..1111,ays 
83 
lliSTRUCTlOl~S TO Tr:i!CliERS 
A general study is bcinf); 1~..ado to determine t;he needs in por-
sonali ty development of' sophomoro l).;irls. The results of this study 
,;rill be used l:n pre:µarin:; a ur1it; oi' v,ork 1tefhioh may be }1.elpf\11 :i.n 
teach:me. The purpose of this quastiom1aire is to got a 1.rievr of your 
nophacwrc hor"'la econonics t;irls from the point of vie-v.r of' the teacher .. 
'.!:his info:c:rnation is strictly co:nfidentio.l. Vfhen answered., tho 
quostionnairos nin,y bo sealed in tJw 011.velopo pro'\iided and retnr1:ied to 
th:E, ha.me oeonoo.ios te11oher to be returned to ;m.e. 
She vtlll he.net you a list of sophomore girls tfiki:ng home econ.cr,des. 
Pleiaso 021mvor a quos·t:io:n:n.tl.ire an. each o:ntD you he.ye hi some clo.ss 1ia.o 
is also takir1g hom.e eco11.®ies. 
I kn.aw tha 1; you realize this study depends upon your carefulness 
and e:xac·c:::wss i::1 a:newcriz1t,; all questiOJ:rn •. I ripprociate your T,i.lling-
noss to eooperi:a:te. with me in :makini:: this e. wort..;hwhilc s~udy. 
I~eve:r Seldom Usually Alv:ays 
Docs she tl1i:n.k for herself'? 
Tfovor- :r:i.Gans ::=iiYt at all; seldom means only once in a "t>1hile or not 
as a "ruie; usually means most of the time or it is generally so; 
al111'8/:,;"s 1nea11s i ~c is t?:. h.abi t o:r yos· a:t a.11 ti1nes. -~ 
STUDENT RATING SHEET FOR TEACHERS TO AMSWER 
SCHOOL DATE 
1. Is she enthusiastic about 
preparing her lessons? 
2. Does she use sound reasoning 
in her work? 
3. Does she think for herself? 
4. Does she know how to help 
others without doing their work 
for them? 
5. Does she desire to help others? 
6. Does she answer questions 
without becoming confused? 
7. Does she give an oral report 
easily before the class? 
8. Does sho take part in class 
discussion whenever possible? 
9. Is she considerate of the 
opinion of other people? 
10. Does she have her lessons on 
time? 
11. Does she strive to do more 
than just get by? 
12. Does she accept the teacher ' s 
estimate of her grade with out 
argument? 
13. Does subject matter seem more 
important to her than grades? 
14. Does she show good sportSlil8.D.-
ship tm.vards rivals in cle.ss 
standing? 
15. Does she enjoy competition? 
16. Does she do her work 
cheerfully? 
17. Is she easily stimulated to 
action? 
18. Is her attitude in class 
studious? 
19. Does she show a general 
interest in life? 
20. Does she have opinions of her 
own? 
21. Does she respect her teachers? 
22. Doos she respeot the rights of 
others? 
23. Is she vrllling to talce her 
share of class responsibility? 































24. Is i)he :i.ntcn·ected i:o. all 
school ::1.crt.h'ities? 
25.. Aro l1or parents ir.terestced_ :L:n 
her school vrork? 
26.. Do her pe.1.·en't:s attend oohool 
i;,.c·ti "iri ties? 
27. Is he1~ 2,..~1;-t;,0~1da:nce ree;u.ltl::c? 
28,. Are her 1.:nterests the so:me as 
-tl1oso o5: l1e:r~ as sooie .. tes? 
Does she seek: friends 
so. Is she frieudly ,,n:f:.:h many 
zt~l1dez1ts? 
S1.. Does she avoicl r,,tt:ract:lng 
e."cton"ti or1? 
32.. Are others i11te1~ested in her? 
33.. Does she t2.l::,; to teachers or 
the rmperintendant ,;d thout 
·boi11r; erribe .. rr:.:tsoed or lUteas;r'i 
34. ID she :i.nterested in having 
}1c:1.~ pgrexrGs. 1.risi t elass? 
35" Is she interested r,1akin2; 




On these sheets you are ·1:;o ch.eek yourself on each question. How 
you r:.:mnwr these questions will in no 1.'ltl.y u.ff'ec"b you :no.r ymu- grade. 
They are to be sent to o:ne who will use the!'t in r;mldng. a general 
study. You: need not pu'.'c your nar,1e on any of' these pages. 
'l'he value of this study depends upon your ans:vferi:ng caref'ully :stnd 
eorreetly about you.rs,elf'. Please remember this inf'orm.atio11 is 
strictly confidox1tial an.cl ;,;d.11 be used in no way to c.i'f'ect you. 
Read tlw questions carefully and oheck under one of t.im follo·wing;: 
nJ\iever.,'" uSeldom," 0 Usu.ally,u ''Always.,'* a,s.: 
Neve:r Seldom Usually Alwttys 
Are you aiucex·t:t to your f'rie:uds"l 
Uever r.neans not at all; seldom rneana only once in a 1..vhile or i:1ot: 
as a l·1..1le; usunll~r means nost of the ·t-;i:rne or it gonei~ally so; fi.;hvays 
means it is a habit or yes at all times .. 
..-., ~ I 
Q.UESTION!Ui.nm FOR GIRLS OlT SCHOOL INTEHJ:!;S':1.'S 
1.. Are ycra a,,1ure that the success 
of your school clepends partly on 
your actions? 
2. Are you eoufide:nt aoout your 
a.bill ties? 
3. Do you couslder i;he interests 
0£ classmates bef'ore you:r avtn? 
4.. Do you ¢0:.'lsider anyone else 
vfuon opening or olosing a window 
in the olassroara 01· a study 
ho.11? 
5.. Are you concerned about spread.-
i:ng u:ny contagion. to others? 
6.. Ca."1 you graciously receive 
ocrmplimonts? 
1. Are you able to keep fro:m 
f'eelin1; superior to your 
associe.::bes? 
8.. Are ~rou able to keep .froo1 feel-
ing :lufe1:>io1~· "to jT(Jll.r 
associs:tes't 
9. Are you able to take critiois:m 
·wi tl1otrt feeling hu:et? 
DATE 
Never Seldom Usually ~'l.hvays 
,..__. ___ _ 
I 
I 
_, ____ ,_J~·=--I=-----i 
10. .IJ:re you sincere to your friends? 
11. Are you l oyal to your friends? 
12. Do you 6ive others about you a 
chance to express themselves? 
13. Are you a good listener? 
14. Do you attempt to carry on an 
interesting conversation ·when 
you meet n people? 
16. Do you value the opinion of 
others? 
16. Do you find it oasy to cont rib-
ute muoh to a oonversation? 
17. ~an you forget about yourself 
and 'What you can do in conver-
sing with others? 
18. Can you talk to your teachers 
or superintendent vd thout 
being embarrassed or uneasy? 
19. Are you able to adjust easily 
to a new group or location? 
20. Do you enjoy meeting and 
kno ing new people? 
21. Do you shake hands as though 
you meant it? 
22 . Are others friendly toward you? 
23. Do you keep your friendship 
1ti:ch others? 
24. Do you know how to make people 
comfortable? 
25. Ar you oanfortable in the 
presence of others? 
26. Do you feel comfortable and 
easy when teacli~rs watch you 
work? 
27. Can you give an oral report in 
class without embarrassment? 
28 . Are you able to make friendly 
ooncaots with members of the 
opposite sex? 
29. Do you make al l owance s f or the 
circumstances and opportunities 
of others? 
30. Can you hel p a friend with his 
work 'Without doing his work 
for him? 
31. Do you strive to hel p a person 
who needs your help regardless 
of his popularity? 
32. Do you ask a ell informed 
person for advice? 
N ever 
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33. Eave you plans for the future? 
54. Do you ever carry out a task 
or plan without someone else's 
approval? 
35. Do you enjoy doing a difficult 
piece of ,vork? 
36. Do you honestly rejoice in the 
good luck of others? 
37. Can you win without maldng the 
loser uncomfortable? 
38. Cun you honestly rejoice with 
one who has beaten you? 
39. Do you avoid laughing at the 
mistakes of others? 
40. Can you willingly do mat the 
:majority decides is best? 
41. Are you able to mn.ke decisions 
independently? 
42. Are you able to make up your 
mind before the time for action 
is past? 
43. Are you in·l:;erested in school 
activities? 
44. Does t..h.e enthusiasm of others 
make you more enthusiastic? 
45. Are you careful not to take 
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QUESTIONNAIRE l!'OR GIRLS ON HOW INTERESTS 
l. Do you thank your mother and 
father for things they do 
for you? 
2. Do you perform everyday tasks 
at hem.a without expecting pay? 
3. Do you assume your share of 
th responsibility in the 
home? 
4. Do you d.o tasks that need to 
be done without your mother 
or someone asking you to do 
them? 
5. Do you help with dishes and 
house cleaning after enter-
taining your friends? 
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6.. Do you cooperate w"ith other 
members of your family? 
7. Do you help plan the home work? 
8. Do you complete tasks that are 
started? 
9. Do you help someone else with a 
task at horne when you see he 
needs your help! 
10,. Do you relieve ygur mother of 
all tasks when she needs 
rest? 
11. Do your parents avoid treating 
you as a small child? 
12. Do you ask your brother's or 
sister's permission before 
borrowing from them? 
13. If you borrow a postage stamp, 
would you buy a stamp and 
return it instead of paying · 
the three cents? 
14. Do you think of others con-
cerned before opening or 
closing a. window in the ha:ne? 
15. Do you avoid opening letters 
or reading mail which canes to 
another member of the family? 
16. Are you loyal to your family? 
17.. Are you sincere to your family? 
18. Can you keep from. trying to 
boss others? 
19. Are you able to stand teasing 
with.out being hurt? 
20. Do you enjoy spending an even-
ing at home? 
21. Do you find time for a hobby? 
22. Are you careful about personal 
cleanliness? 
23. Can you keep from com.plaining 
when you se matters cannot be 
helped? 
24. Are you careful not to exaggerate 
so your story will be the best? 
25. Are you oar~:f'ul to introduce 
your friends to other members 
of the family? 
26. Do you enjoy entertaining your 
friends in your home? 
27. Do you enjoy helping entertain 
friends of other men1bers of 
the family? 
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28. Do you take the lead to enliven 
a dull party? 
29. Are n ost of your friendships 
those of your own sex? 
30. Do you 0 i ve a boy a cha..'1.ce to 
be polite to you? 
31. When visiting in the home of a 
friend do you make yourself 
ae;reeablo to a.11 me:. bers of the 
fanily? 
32. Do you know how to express your 
appreciation to anyone who has 
entertained you in her home? 
33. Do you write a short letter of 
appreoiation to your friend 
from another looality soon 
after returning from a visit 
in her home? 
34. Do you keep well groomed at 
home as well as awn.y from 
home? 
35. Are you satisfied with your 
purchases after you get them 
home? 
36. Are you satisfied with your 
clothes you mruc:e after they 
are completed? 
37. Do you introduce people easily? 
38. Are you tactful in dealing 
with others? 
39. Do you avoid saying things to 
make other people uncomfortable? 
40. Do you keep from. chiding people 
who do things that displease 
you? 
41. Do you control your temper? 
42. Do you refrain from telling 
jokes that will embarrass 
others? 
43. Do you keep callll and composed 
in a dangerous situation? 
44. Do you make an effort to help 
a very quiet person feel 
comfortable and beoam a 
member of the group? 
45. Are you careful not to say 
things to hurt the feelings 
of others? 
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I 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR GIRLS mr COMMUNITY INTERESTS 
1. Do you take pa.rt in any church 
activities? 
2. Do you take pa.rt in Girl Scouts , 
Rainbow Girls , or any other 
club activity? 
3. Do you teach a Sunday School 
class when asked? 
4 . Do you enjoy ta.king pa.rt in 
community programs? 
5 . Do you take a:n.y active part in 
'Wholesome amusement for young 
people in your community? 
6. Do you participate in community 
projects for the betterment of 
people in general? 
1. ould you willingly help promote 
a clean-up campaign? 
s. ould you willingly help in any 
way with a city clinic? 
9. Would you in a:n.y way help needy 
families in your community? 
10 . Are you interested in helping 
to beautif'y your community? 
11 . Are you a booster for your 
community? 
12. Are you vdlling to understand 
and help people of lower 
standards of living? 
13. Are you willing to understand 
and help people of any other 
race? 
14. Are you willing to understand 
and help people of any other 
nation? 
15. Are you interested in state 
affairs? 
16. Do you read a daily newspaper? 
17. Are you interested in 
national affairs? 
18. Do you buy tuberculosis seals 
at Christmas time? 
19. Do you keep entirely out of 
other people ' s business ? 
20. Do you refrain from repeating 
tthe r saytt about other people? 
21. Do you dismiss from your mind 
happenings that cannot be 
changed? 
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. 
22. Do you refrain fran crossing the 
street to keep from meeting 
somebody? 
23. Are you careful not to crowd 
a.head of people in line? 
24. Can you easily get rid of a 
salesman? 
25. ould you state your correct 
age if it made a differenoe in 
the price of a show or rail-
road fare? 
26. Would you correct a salesman 
or clerk if he had made an 
~rror in your favor? 
27. Do you obs-erva traffic signals? 
28. Do you observe traffic la'WS? 
29 . Do you cross streets at inter-
aeotions? 
30. Y ould you slo up and top your 
car if nece sary to keep from 
hitting an animal? 
31. Do you avoid slowing your oar 
abruptly at stop signs? 
32. ould you report an accident 
regardless of oircUlUStanoes? 
33. Do you ask permission of: 
p ople before picking their 
flowers or fruit? 
M. ,ould you stay hO.'.:e from school 
or a:n:y public gathering if you 
had a bad cold? 
35. ould you be careful not to 
sprea skin dis ase? 
36. Are you careful not to use a 
public to el or drinking cup? 
37. ould you be quarantined 
willingly? 
38. Are you oaref'ul not to write 
on public buildings? 
39. Are you careful not to scratch 
or mar school equipment? 
40. Are you oarei'ul not to spit arry 
plao where it i-ould be danger-
ous to other people? 
41. · ould you be as careful in the 
use or equipment in public 



























·could you. hu:c,,,. or ci.:i..s:::;>occ of 
your trash after a picnic? 
(;=oul,l ~ro11 p1.:rt yolll" :C'5-I'C orrt:. 
b(:)fore leaving the picr:iic 
ground? 
Yfould you be ef~ref'ul :not to 
public g;rou:nds? 
lire :,rot1 co..rci1u.l to InJj; ~t;11ii1gs 
br>.ck :tn pu·blic places tl1e 
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